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At stroke of midnight, India gets a ‘good and simple tax’



NEARBY



‘Failure to spot trees caused accident’ SRINAGAR



The inability of the authorities to spot the danger posed by trees that had grown taller than the Gondola in Gulmarg led to the freak accident on June 25, sources said. NATION 쑺 PAGE 5 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



Two women injured in Pakistan iring SRINAGAR



Two women were injured in fresh ceaseire violations by Pakistani troops in Baramulla and Poonch on Friday. An oicial spokesman said Naseem Akhter of Poonch and Shakeela of Baramulla were injured. NORTH 쑺 PAGE 3 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



Wettest June in 10 years NEW DELHI



The monsoon may have overshot its June 29 date with Delhi, but the Capital still received 191.9 mm of rainfall in June — the highest for the month in the last 10 years. In June 2007, the city had received 150.9 mm of rainfall. DELHI METRO 쑺 PAGE 4 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



It will end the spectre of tax terrorism, says Prime Minister Narendra Modi Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Prime Minister Narendra Modi termed the new Goods and Services Tax (GST) regime rolling out from Saturday as a ‘Good and Simple Tax’ and said its introduction is not just a tax or economic reform, but a social reform that will nudge people on the path to honesty and benefit the poor the most. Speaking at a special function at Parliament’s Central Hall, where President Pranab Mukherjee launched the new indirect tax regime at the stroke of midnight on Friday, Mr. Modi said the practice of giving out ‘kachcha’ (informal) bills would become history as the GST presented an opportunity to stop black money and corruption, and give people a chance to do honest business.



‘Simpler and modern’ Calling the GST a simpler, modern and more transparent taxation system that will do away with 500 different taxes levied across the country’s 29 States and seven Union Territories, Mr. Modi said that it would end the spectre of tax terrorism and Inspector Raj that India’s businesses have had to endure for long. This, he said, would be an



Special session: Pranab Mukherjee, Hamid Ansari and Narendra Modi arriving to attend the function. R.V. MOORTHY *



outcome of the technological backing for GST implementation, which would do away with grey areas and the resultant discretion the bureaucracy enjoyed over tax payers. Mr. Mukherjee, who as Finance Minister introduced the Constitutional Amendment Bill for enabling GST in 2011, said the tax is “no doubt a disruptive change”, but is similar to the introduction of the VAT (value-added tax) regime which met resistance initially. “There will be teething troubles, which we have to solve swiftly so that it doesn’t impact the growth of the economy. The GST Council, Centre and States should continuously improve and refine the GST in the same



spirit that we have seen till now,” he said. Stressing that GST would make it easier for global investors to bet on the Indian market, Mr. Modi sought to allay the anxiety in the business community about the preparedness for the transition to the new tax regime, and said that even though not everyone is familiar with technology, each family will have a Class X or XII student who can help carry out the GST compliance requirement of filing an online return each month. While Opposition parties, including the Congress, the Trinamool Congress and the DMK, chose to stay away from the function, the PM was wholehearted in his ac-



knowledgement of all parties’ role in the GST’s journey and compared the deliberations over different governments on GST to the prolonged debate over the Constitution that started in the same Central Hall of Parliament in November 1946. “If Sardar Patel hadn’t unified the country’s 500 provinces after independence, what would the country have been like today? Just like that national integration, GST today will help integrate India’s economy,” the Prime Minister asserted. NCP leader Sharad Pawar, Vijay Kelkar who originally authored a report on implementing the GST reform during the Atal Bihari Vajpayee government, Tata Group chairman Ratan Tata, former West Bengal Finance Minister Aseem Dasgupta and Kerala Congress leader K.M. Mani — both of whom headed the empowered committee of State Finance Ministers during different periods — were present along with Lok Sabha Speaker Sumitra Mahajan. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 8 A TAMASHA: RAHUL 쑺 PAGE 8 E-WAYBILLS, DATE OF FILING RETURNS DELAYED 쑺 PAGE 9 TRAI PITCHES FOR LOWER GST 쑺 PAGE 11 MIDNIGHT MAKEOVER 쑺 EDITORIAL



Border standof: India warns of serious impact Delhi breaks silence, says troops did not transgress territory Suhasini Haidar Atul Aneja NEW DELHI/Beijing



China’s actions at the Doko La (Doklam) tri-junction in Sikkim between India, China and Bhutan have “serious security implications,” New Delhi warned on Friday, indicating that while talks have been ongoing between Indian and Chinese officials, there is no resolution yet to the standoff. “India is deeply concerned at the recent Chinese actions and has conveyed to the Chinese government that such construction would represent a significant change of status quo with serious security implications for India,” said a government statement, the first since the tensions were made public earlier this week. Attempting to play down the situation, India said it remained committed to find-



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Two petitions seeking the rejection of a mercy plea filed by former Indian naval officer Kulbhushan Jadhav have been filed in the Lahore High Court. Interestingly, one of the petitions is from the Lahore High Court Bar Association



Ban orders imposed in district; ₹2-lakh compensation for family of deceased



NEW DELHI



The Delhi Assembly’s Petitions Committee on Friday recommended an inquiry against the Public Works Departmentand its top oicial after it found that the former had lied about the amount of work completed for cleaning drains ahead of monsoon. DELHI METRO 쑺 PAGE 1 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



DELHI METRO 쑺 4 PAGES



Press Trust of India Ranchi/New Delhi



A vehicle in lames in Ramgarh district, Jharkhand, on Friday. AFP *
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Does UP govt give a ig for this tree? CM asks oicials to prune gular trees Omar Rashid LUCKNOW



Gular fig trees with luxuriant foliage are in trouble in parts of Uttar Pradesh. Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath has ordered the pruning of the trees along the route of the upcoming Kanwar Yatra because they are considered ‘inauspicious’. The instructions were given by Mr. Adityanath himself on Thursday, during a high-level meeting with officials. The Yatra commences in the Hindu calendar month of Shravan (second week of July) coinciding with the monsoon, during which devotees of Shiva walk miles to collect Ganga water, in Varanasi and other places. The Chief Minister ordered the “pruning of trees like gular [fig] considered apavitra [inauspicious] by the Kanwariyas,” a government spokesperson said. The Yatra review was the first at the chief ministerial level in UP, and Uttarakhand officials were also present. CM YK



Ficus racemosa
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The pruning instructions baffled environmentalists who termed it superstitious. Chitrakoot-based environmentalist Gunjan Mishra said, “the tree is the best example of symbiosis of culture. How can it be inauspicious? Since olden days, the trees have given shade and places to rest for those travelling long distances like the Kanwariyas or for the ill.” The gular is also wellknown for attracting birds as it has plenty of fruit and is evergreen, said Vallabhacharya Pandey, an environmentalist in Varanasi. He criticized the government for trying to start a new "strange" tradition.



One of the 13 people accused of lynching a man in Jharkhand has been arrested even as Chief Minister Raghubar Das on Friday directed the police to nab the culprits of two such recent killings so that they could be punished through fast-track courts. In Ramgarh, where the in-



cident took place on Thursday, authorities imposed prohibitory orders amid tension in the district, officials said. One person has been arrested and the police is conducting raids to nab the other accused named in the FIR, said Inspector General of Police M. L. Meena, who visited Ramgarh and held meetings with senior police



and administrative officials. The State government announced a ₹2-lakh compensation for the dependants of the deceased. In New Delhi, Union Information and Broadcasting Minister M. Venkaiah Naidu denounced the lynching incidents and other kinds of violence as “condemnable and barbaric” and appealed against giving a political or



passed the recognised and delineated boundary... So the most pressing issue is the withdrawal of troops into the Indian territory,” Chinese foreign ministry spokesperson Lu Kang said. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 8 NOW, A HARD TREK VIA LIPULEKH 쑺 PAGE 8



Pleas iled against mercy to Jadhav



One held for lynching in Jharkhand; CM directs police to act fast



PWD pulled up over desilting claims



ing a “peaceful resolution through dialogue.” However, Beijing, which has been unusually shrill in its comments, issued its fifth statement in as many days, demanding that India withdraw troops as a “precondition for any meaningful dialogue.” “The Indian troops tres-



communal angle to such cases. A day after Prime Minister Narendra Modi spoke strongly against the killings in the name of the cow, Mr. Naidu said no civilised society can accept such incidents and that it was for the law enforcement agencies of the respective States to take the strongest possible action.



(LCBA), which has urged the court to direct Pakistan’s Army chief, General Qamar Javed Bajwa, to reject Mr. Jadhav’s mercy plea. Apart from the LCBA petition, a private lawyer Mehmood Naqvi has urged the court to direct Gen. Bajwa to reject Mr. Jadhav’s plea.



According to the process laid out by Pakistan, the Indian national, who has been sentenced to death for sabotage and terrorism by a military tribunal, will have his right to file mercy petitions to the Army chief and the President of Pakistan. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 8



Delhi traders feel GST brings taxing times Staff Reporter New Delhi



Even as their counterparts in retail did brisk business, several prominent markets across the Capital shut shop in protest of what they continue to claim are exorbitant tax slabs and convoluted filing procedures under the Goods and Services Tax (GST) here on Friday.



The Chamber of Trade and Industry (CTI) claimed prominent wholesale city markets such as Kashmere Gate, Khari Baoli, Karol Bagh, Sadar Bazar Kirti Nagar, Lajpat Rai market, Bhagirath Place and Gandhi Nagar downed their shutters in protest against the tax regime. DETAILS ON 쑺 DELHI METRO PAGE 1
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2 women injured in Pakistan iring Ceaseire violations in Baramulla, Poonch Special Correspondent Srinagar



Two women were injured in fresh ceasefire violations by Pakistani troops in Baramulla and Poonch on Friday. An official spokesman said Naseem Akhter, a resident of Dharati Balakote in Poonch, was injured when Pakistan resorted to firing and shelling, which was retaliated “in equal measure”. Another woman identified as Shakeela, 45, sustained splinter injuries at her residence in Baramulla’s Uri sector. “She was staying at Behak Dardkote. She has been referred to a Srinagar hospital for treatment,” said an official. Meanwhile, separatists held protests in the Valley against the U.S. move to designate Hizbul Mujahideen chief Syed Salahuddin as a ‘global terrorist’. To contain the protests, security forces restricted the movement of people and vehicles in areas coming under five police stations in Srinagar. This affected daily life as many markets remained closed. No Friday prayers were allowed at the historic Jamia



Masjid. Hurriyat chairman Mirwaiz Umar Farooq, also Valley’s head priest, was placed under house arrest in Srinagar. Sporadic protests were reported from north and south Kashmir over the U.S. move against Salahuddin, who is also the United Jehad Council supremo. Separatist JKLF chief Yasin Malik said: “Clubbing Kashmir’s legitimate struggle with terrorism is unjustified and unacceptable.” Hurriyat chairman Syed Ali Geelani accused a few news channels of “representing fanatical forces and creating a state of intolerance.”
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Karnan sent back to jail’s hospital



IN BRIEF



Staff Reporter KOLKATA



Former Calcutta High Court judge C.S.Karnan was discharged from the State-run SSKM hospital late on Thursday night. “Justice Karnan was discharged from the SSKM Hospital around 9 p.m. on Thursday as his condition improved. He was sent back to the Presidency Jail hospital,” his lawyer Mathew. J. Nedumpara told The Hindu. The former judge was admitted to the SSKM Hospital on June 22.



Ban on Pramod Muthalik’s Goa entry extended PANAJI



The North Goa district administration on Friday extended the ban on Pramod Muthalik, chief of Mangalorebased right wing Hindu outfit Sri Ram Sene, from entering Goa for 60 more days with effect from Friday. Mr. Muthalik and the Sene came to limelight after they vandalised a pub in Karnataka’s Mangaluru.



Now, it is Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Terminus



Evaded arrest Mr. Karnan was lodged at the Presidency Jail on June 21 following his arrest from Coimbatore by a Bengal Police team on June 20. He had been evading arrest since May 9, after the Supreme Court sentenced him to six months imprisonment for contempt of court and ordered his immediate arrest. In February, the Supreme Court issued a contempt of court notice against him for allegedly degrading the judicial institutionw. Justice Karnan had written to the Prime Minister and allegedly accused several retired and sitting Supreme Court and High Court judges of corruption. A seven-judge Bench led by the Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar heard Attorney General Mukul Rohtagi, who said that Justice Karnan should face contempt proceedings for his “scurrilous” letters.



MUMBAI



Mumbai’s iconic Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus railway station has been rechristened with addition of an honorific ‘Maharaj’ after ‘Shivaji’ to its earlier name. The British-era landmark was called Victoria Terminus before it was named after the Maratha warrior king in1996. The Central Railway (CR) issued a notification to this effect on June 27.



Bilaspur HC grants bail to Telangana activists NAGPUR



The Bilaspur High Court in Chhattisgarh on Friday granted bail to seven activists from Telangana who were arrested by the Chhattisgarh Police in December for allegedly possessing banned currency and Maoist literature. The Activists of the Telangana Democratic Front were going to Sukma district of Chhattisgarh as a part of a fact-finding team to inquire into atrocities on tribals.



Surrounded by Gir lions, a baby is born Press Trust of India Ahmedabad



Manguben Makwana will never forget the night of June 29. The 32-year-old gave birth to a baby in the vicinity of the Gir forest in an ambulance after midnight, surrounded by a group of lions. Even as she gave birth to a boy, 12 lions, including three males, emerged from the adjacent forests and surrounded the vehicle, blocking its passage near a remote village in Amreli district. During this ordeal, which lasted for around 20 minutes, the paramedical staff of the ‘108’ ambulance



S. Nandakumar passes away



stayed calm while assisting Ms. Makwana. Chetan Gaadhe, emergency management executive of ‘108’ in Amreli, said the encounter occurred around 2.30 a.m. on Thursday when the ambulance was shifting Ms. Makwana, a resident of Lunasapur village, to the government hospital in Jafarabad town. “On the way, Ms. Makwana realised that she would give birth any time, as the head of the baby was protruding. Emergency management technician Ashok asked the driver Raju Jadav



to stop the ambulance,” said Mr. Gaadhe. While Ashok contacted a doctor, the pride of lions, sensing human presence, emerged from the nearby bushes. “Though Jadav, who is a local, tried to scare them away, the lions refused to budge. Some of them even sat in front of the vehicle,” Mr. Gaadhe said. “Later, Mr. Jadav started the ambulance and moved slowly forward so that lions would give way. Seeing the vehicle move and the blinking of lights, the big cats eventually moved and gave way to the ambulance,” he said.



‘Failure to spot trees crossing ropeway caused accident’ Over 19 years, the trees grew around 2 to 2.5 feet annually along the Gulmarg cable car system marg and Kongdoori was continuously posing a threat. The 5 km ropeway is the longest in the country.



Peerzada Ashiq Srinagar



The J&K Cable Car Corporation ( JKCCC) and the State Forest Department’s failure to identify the treeline crossing the height of the Gondola ropeway at tourist hotspot Gulmarg resulted in the firstever accident on June 25 that left seven, including four tourists, dead. Sources privy to the preliminary assessment carried out by a three-member probe committee headed by State commissioner secretary, Power Development De-



A ile photo of the ropeway NISSAR AHMED *



partment, Dheeraj Gupta, told The Hindu that the treeline in the first phase of the ropeway between Gul-
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Bridge over troubled waters



Special Correspondent CHENNAI



S. Nandakumar, former Controller of Printing of The Hindu Group, passed away here on Thursday. He was 75. He served the organisation at different printing centres during a phase in which the technology and techniques of printing were changing rapidly and inexorably. Nandakumar, a qualified mechanical engineer who joined the organisation in 1965, was involved in the operation in Coimbatore in 1969 when The Hindu, for the first time, started a printing unit outside Madras. A facsimile edition, receiving page images from Madras by means of co-axial cables was set up. In this technical feat of the times, Nandakumar worked under the guidance of G. Kasturi, The Hindu’s Editor who had a keen eye for matters of production as well. When the second facsimile edition was launched in Bangalore in 1970, Nandakumar was involved as well. He later served in Madurai when The Hindu launched its first offset printing facility in that city, and then in Hyderabad. Indeed, his forte was high-quality offset printing. From 1985, he headed the overall printing operations from Chennai. Mr. Nandakumar led the team that oversaw the introduction of colour in the daily broadsheet editions in 2001. He was associated with the organisation as a Consultant up until his passing away. CM YK



Safety test Sources said the treeline comprising quail and fir trees cleared the safety test in 1998 when the ropeway was inaugurated. However, in the past 19 years these trees acquired a height of around 2 to 2.5 feet annually and crossed the ropeway height and became a looming threat. “One of the fir trees,



Rapist killed after assaulting minor girl ANI DUMKA



Balancing act: A woman crosses loodwaters with her child on a makeshift bamboo bridge at Ramkrishana Nagar village in Karimganj district, Assam on Friday. Heavy rain has damaged many houses in the area. PTI *



In a horrific incident, a man accused of raping and murdering an eight-yearold girl was allegedly beaten to death by a mob in Dumka’s Ramgarh. The incident took place on Thursday. The girl, who hailed from Kusumdih, came to Ramgarh to attend a wedding at her uncle’s place. According to reports, the 30-year-old man, identified as Mithun Hansada, allegedly abducted the victim while she was playing by the bank of a river in the village and took her into the forest, where she was raped and later killed. It was only when the parents of the girl were unable to find her that they started looking for her and later recovered her body from the forest. Enraged with the incident, the locals killed the accused.



Businessman buys ₹125 cr. apartment in Mumbai Property is in a 40-storey residential building diagonally opposite Mukesh Ambani’s house, Antilia Lalatendu Mishra MUMBAI



A city-based businessman has bought two floors of a luxury residential tower at Altamount Road in Mumbai for ₹125 crore which works out to ₹1,47,000 per sq.ft., a near record high in Mumbai. The property located on the 30th and 31st floors of Lodha Altamount, diagonally opposite Mukesh Ambani’s house Antilia, was on Friday registered in the



name of Deven Mehta, the city businessman who is the chairman & managing director of Smart Card IT Solutions Ltd. The deal was confirmed by officials at the Prabhadevi property registration office. The irony is that some of the low profile businessmen are now buying high value property in the city at a time when banks are hounding big corporates for defaulting



bank loans. Some of the High Networth Individuals (HNIs) who have acquired property in this project include Shrikrishan Jindal and Ajay Jindal, the promoters of Jindal Drugs who have bought the penthouse of three floors estimated at ₹225 crore. The Jains of Bhilasiya Textiles group have also bought three floors at a similar amount in the building. Lodha Altamount, being



developed by real estate developer Lodha Group is coming up on the same plot where Washington House, owned by the American Consulate was located.



Similar to Burj Khalifa Lodha Altamount is a 40storey residential building which will be the first building in Mumbai to have a complete glass façade on the lines of the Time Warner building in New York and



the Burj Khalifa in Dubai. Altamount Road is now called the Billionaires’ Avenue as most of the top industrialists are staying here. Apart from Mukesh Ambani, Kumar Mangalam Birla, Narotam Sekhseria of Gujarat Ambuja, and Radhakishan Damani of D’Mart are staying here. Yes Bank managing director Rana Kapoor has bought a plot there to build a bungalow.



between 50 to 60 feet high, with false ground roots was bent by the winds on June 25 and hit the ropeway. This caused sagging of the rope, resulting in wobbling and swinging, which derailed the capsule carrying people. It’s wrong information that the rope was cut, as it can bear a weight of over one lakh metric tons,” a top official of the JKCCC told The Hindu. The accident took place in the first phase of the ropeway with dense tree line on both sides and which sees a vertical rise of 400 metres in



nine minutes. The second phase, which has a steeper rise of 879.91 metres, takes tourists from Kongdoori to Apharwat at an altitude of 13,400 feet in 12 minutes. JKCCC officials have identified 60 to 70 trees that have to be immediately cut by the forest department, which owns the land. Meanwhile, a fresh French team has been invited to assess the damage and issue a fresh certificate to allow the Gondola service to resume. It has remained shut since June 25.
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Entering the age of GST The long-term beneits of GST are clear — the challenge is to quickly address the short-term obstacles



Midnight makeover



Walk the talk Narendra Modi’s remarks on cow vigilantism are pointless, unless backed by action



W



hile it is impossible to fault Prime Minister Narendra Modi for speaking up against killing in the name of cow protection, it is equally impossible to be convinced about its earnestness and eicacy. His remarks at an event in Mahatma Gandhi’s Sabarmati ashram have come at a time when there is a groundswell of popular revulsion about violent, even murderous, cow vigilantism, leaving the unfortunate impression that it was but a response to public pressure. The #NotInMyName movement, which began with a Facebook invitation to participate in a protest in Delhi, had assumed viral dimensions, with other cities in India and elsewhere in the world organising or planning to organise similar events. What began as a somewhat limited mobilisation to campaign against lynching morphed into a broader movement involving all communities against state apathy to the phenomenon. The timing is not the only thing that gives rise to scepticism about Mr. Modi’s observations about cow vigilantism. Frequency is the other issue. A phenomenon that has wreaked violence, afected livelihoods, and created insecurities over the last couple of years — all of which have been compounded by a mischievous and hugely lawed order to regulate cattle sale — is deserving of a more muscular and frequent response. More importantly, it needs to be coupled with tangible action on the ground. One of the contradictions that Mr. Modi must square up to as well as grapple with is that, by and large, aggressive cow vigilantes who take the law into their own hands are members or sympathisers of one or the other organisations of the Sangh Parivar, the Bharatiya Janata Party’s extended family. Given this, words are simply not enough — unaccompanied by strong corroborative action, they only serve to perpetuate the lie that the top is either totally divorced from the distasteful happenings at the bottom or that it doesn’t have the means to control it. It is true that as Prime Minister, Mr. Modi has no direct control over law and order, which is a State subject. But as the BJP’s most popular leader, one who has no real rivals in the party, he must wield his inluence and power to crack down on those who indulge in violence in the name of cow protection. In the absence of this, Mr Modi’s remarks may constitute nothing more than a mild reprimand. There is no denying that speech is better than silence and his remarks may help sharpen the focus on how determined governments are to uphold the rule of law — irmly, decisively, and in a manner that deters cow vigilantism. Any politician worth his salt knows there is Condemnation and there is condemnation. Mr. Modi should show us that he hasn’t used the small c. CM YK



he Goods and Services Tax (GST) is in force from today. The reform, touted as a “game changer” and the “reform of the century”, was deemed worthy of a launch on the midnight of June 30 in the Central Hall of the Parliament. Indeed, one is reminded of the famous speech by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru on the midnight of August 14-15, 1947. He spoke of a “tryst with destiny”, of “redeeming the pledge” and referred to India waking up to life and freedom when the whole world slept. Given the fanfare with which unveiling of the GST reform has been planned, it seems to be a reform with consequences never before seen in the country. The enormous publicity that it has received and the great gains spoken about the ‘one nation, one market, one tax’ by both the government and the captains of industry have raised high expectations. However, there is palpable nervousness at both government and industry levels. The country has waited for the reform for long, and I had once described implementation of the GST as the “bullock cart stuck in the mud”. The discussion on the reform has spanned more than a decade and half, and the then Finance Minister, P. Chidambaram, in his Budget of 2007 spoke of implementing the levy from April 2010. Suddenly the mud seems to have



T



raises anxiety, given an untested technology platform. Despite the assurances given, the anti-proiteering clause creates considerable apprehension. The requirement of e-way bills for inter-State movements has also been a cause of concern. Above all, there is a palpable fear of the unknown, given the recent disruptive experience with demonetisation. Indeed, any major tax reform could lead to disruption, and the complexity of the structure and the untested technology platform adds to the fear. Of course, a majority of retail traders, who buy and sell commodities and services within a State and have a turnover of less than ₹75 lakh, will come under the compounding system. They will pay a simpliied tax at 1-2% on the turnover without the facility of availing or according input tax credit, and submit only quarterly returns.



dried and the bullock cart seems to have been powered with a RollsRoyce engine!



Check the optimism While the implementation of the GST reform is surely a cause to celebrate, one should not get carried away, for over-optimism on its favourable consequences builds expectations which may be diicult to fulil. It must be noted that petroleum products are excluded and cascading on that account will continue — they contribute over 3540% of revenue from indirect taxes. With multiple rates, it is not a simple tax and robs much of the beneits from lower administrative, compliance and distortion costs. There will be classiication disputes, and many of them will end up in courts. Having multiple rates is a sure invitation for lobbying. This also puts additional burden on administration, increases the compliance cost and the load-bearing capacity of technology needed for providing input tax credit with multiple rates by matching every invoice. Requiring the regular GST dealers to ile 37 returns in a year



How short is the short term? It is clear that the GST reform will lead to signiicant disruption in the economy in the short term. How short is the short term depends on how well the transition is planned,



there could be short-term pains for long-term gains is appropriate. The Revenue Secretary too has stated that this is a work in progress, and that is refreshing. Hopefully, his statement that the tax will be uniied eventually to have one or two rates will be achieved soon. The objective of including real estate within a reasonable time period is welcome because besides expanding the tax base, this will help in ighting black money. It would be useful to simultaneously include petroleum products within the ambit of the GST, for the expanded base could ofset the revenue loss due to the prevailing high rates on petroleum products.



Reducing the cost The GST reform is an important reform. It is a major tax harmonisation exercise and will signiicantly reduce the transaction cost of doing business in India. It will unify multiple taxes into a single tax and reduce compliance and administrative cost in the long term, do away with levies like octroi and ensure a more uniied market. It will reduce cascading on account of levies like octroi, purchase tax and central sales tax and make the economy more export-competitive. More importantly, it might see a signiicant increase in revenue productivity of income tax as the seeding of PAN in GST registration will make it diicult for businessmen to evade the tax. All these could contribute to acceleration in growth. To know how and when that will happen, we will have to wait and keep the ingers crossed. M. Govinda Rao is Emeritus Professor, NIPFP and Chief Economic Adviser, Brickwork Ratings



For a more representative House Reform is urgently needed to make Parliament more productive and responsive



Feroze Varun Gandhi



P



arliament is supposed to be a union of exemplary orators, with a grass-roots touch. Unfortunately, one is rarely inspired by the quality of India’s parliamentary debates nowadays. Parliamentary debates, which once focussed on national and critical issues, are now more about local problems, viewed from a parochial angle. With niggardly attendance by our Members of Parliament (MPs), poor quality of debates and pandemonium marking the proceedings, there is seemingly little value that a parliamentary representative can add to the policy discourse.



Low productivity Consider the utilisation record. Each minute of running Parliament in sessions costs ₹2.5 lakh, which is utilised poorly. Between the 1950s and the 1960s, the Lok Sabha used to meet for an average of 120 days in a year. In comparison, in the last decade, it has met for an average of 70 days a year. Its productivity in the 2016 winter session was 14%, while that of the Rajya Sabha was 20%. In comparison, the British House of Commons has met for an average of 150 days a year over the



last 15 years, while the U.S. House of Representatives has met for 140 days in the same period. Most Parliaments are in session throughout the year. While our Parliament lacks the power to convene itself, it should have a minimum mandated number of days to meet — with the National Commission to review the working of the Constitution recommending 120 and 100 days for the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha, respectively. Odisha has already shown the way, mandating a minimum of 60 days for the State Assembly to sit. Without Parliament meeting often, it will be derelict in its duty to hold the executive to account.



Passing Bills Meanwhile, political power continues to be a male bastion. The Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha have not seen women MPs cross the 12% mark. In 2012, India ranked 20th from the bottom in terms of representation of women in Parliament. While the 73rd and 74th constitutional amendments enabled the reservation of 33% of seats in local government, political representation by women candidates continues to be subdued, with no signiicant rise in the number of women MLAs in recent Assembly elections; women constitute less than 10% of the Assemblies in Tamil Nadu, West Bengal, Assam, Kerala and Puducherry. This needs to be changed dramatically, beginning with the passage of the Women’s Reservation Bill (108th amend-



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR The Washington visit The unusual warmth that U.S. President Donald Trump exuded towads Prime Minister Narendra Modi can be traced to the fact that he is a hardcore businessman and that India is one of the largest importers of prohibitively expensive American armaments. The piece de resistance for Mr. Trump seems to have been the fact that India’s massive defence purchases will generate much-needed jobs, given his protectionist stand. Though controversial issues such as the Paris climate accord and the H-1B visa issue were not on the plate, it should bring some cheer that the visa issue has been sugar-coated a wee bit through Mr. Trump welcoming India’s entry into the International Expedited Traveller Initiative. Nonetheless, even if the joint statement relected a healthy give-and-take policy, New Delhi must be cautious given that Mr.



ment) reserving 33% of all seats in Parliament and State legislatures for women. Now, parliamentary legislation is often criticised for being hastily drafted and being rushed through Parliament in an ad hoc and haphazard manner. In 2008, for instance, 16 Bills were passed with less than 20 minutes of debate. The non-passage of private member Bills doesn’t help either. Only the second half of every Friday, during a parliamentary session, is devoted to debating private member Bills. To date, only 14 private member bills have been passed. We need a systematic approach to legislative engineering and prioritisation — the parliamentary committee, an unfashionable institution, long out of vogue, can assume institutional importance in this process. For a backbencher MP, such committees ofer a place to raise issues in the general public interest and conduct advocacy amidst legislative engineering. As highlighted by the Law Ministry, we require a constitution committee. Instead of constitutional amendments being presented to Parliament like ordinary pieces of



On debates and research Even the individual voting record of MPs remains unknown. With no record maintained of the voting record associated with each MP, it is diicult to distinguish their individual progressive or conservative nature, let alone their leadership abilities. Currently, the Anti-Defection Act punishes MPs who deviate from their parties’ stated position, with the risk of losing their seats. The Anti-Defection Act needs to be recast, and used only in the most exceptional circumstances, while allowing MPs free rein on their self-expression. The U.K., for example, has the concept of a free vote allowing MPs to vote as they wish on particular legislative items. In this context, most MPs have limited or no research staf, leaving them bereft of expert in-house advice — budgetary expenses allocated for their secretarial staf and constituency expenditure leave little for conducting primary research. Parliament’s Library and Reference, Research, Documentation and Information Service (LARRDIS) currently has a sanctioned strength of 231 stafers but employs 176, about 8% of the total strength of the Lok Sabha secretariat. In comparison, the Congressional Research Service, a part of the Lib-



rary of the U.S. Congress, employs 600 people, of whom 400 are policy analysts, attorneys and sectoral experts, while the Congressional Budget Oice has an additional 200 people. Other parliaments ofer funds to hire research teams for MPs. Investing in Parliament’s intellectual capital is necessary and additional budgetary support should be provided to LARRDIS while assisting MPs in employing research staf. We also need an institutionalised process to raise the quality and rigour associated with the budget scrutiny process. India needs a parliamentary budget ofice, akin to the U.S. Congressional Budget Oice, which can be an independent and impartial institution devoted to conducting a technical and objective analysis of any Bill with spending or revenue raising requirements. Other countries have led the way with such entities established in Kenya, South Africa, Morocco, the Philippines, Ghana and Thailand. India’s citizens need a more robust legislative system that ofers public representatives — our MPs, Ministers and the Prime Minister — a greater sense of authority. However, one must stand wary against rank populism infecting our body politic. Parliament should be a space for policy and not for politics. We need to undertake reforms to ensure that it is recast as such. Feroze Varun Gandhi is a Member of Parliament, representing the Sultanpur constituency for the BJP



Letters emailed to [email protected] must carry the full postal address and the full name or the name with initials.



Trump is known to be whimsical. The TrumpModi bonhomie also has the potential to annoy China. (“Promises in the Rose Garden”, June 29). . Nalini Vijayaraghavan, Thiruvananthapuram



One hopes that the promises made in the Rose Garden do not prove to be costly for India. Buying of military equipment such as drones may improve our surveillance capabilities but it also afects our indigenous capabilities and the “Make in India” programme. India needs to push the U.S. for a reliable supply of spares and equipment. There may be some convergence on ighting global extremism but will the U.S.’s unreliable Pakistan policy pose problems for us?



■



Dooshan K., Tirunelveli, Tamil Nadu



The arresting optics of the Modi visit appear to have clouded the judgment of analysts. The Prime Minister lets loose charm ■



legislation in the form of Bills, often at short notice, it would be desirable to have the committee conduct an appropriate priori scrutiny before the actual drafting of the proposal for constitutional reform.



KAMAL NARANG



I



n a landmark reform, India today switches to a new indirect tax system, the Goods and Services Tax. The GST subsumes the multiple Central, State and local taxes and cesses levied on goods and services, unifying the country into a single market, thereby making it easier to do business and ensure tax compliance. This will attract investors and more eiciently mop up revenues for the exchequer. The reform has been years in the making, and having shown the political will to inally pull it of, the Central government must work with the States to chart a road map to simplify the tax regime. Currently there are multiple tax rates ranging from 0% to 28%, plus a cess on some products, creating incentives for lobbying and rent-seeking. The level of preparedness for the new tax system too is not optimal, with sections of industry, trade as well as the bureaucracy visibly anxious about several aspects of the GST’s operational and legal framework. In response, the date for businesses to ile the irst GST returns has been deferred. The generation of e-way bills for moving goods worth over ₹50,000 too has been put on hold, along with the requirement for e-commerce portals to deduct tax at source from small sellers. The GST Network, which will digitally capture billions of transactions daily, was not able to test its software in advance; and there is concern about the preparedness of intermediaries mandated to help businesses transition to the completely electronic compliance system. The coming days therefore could test the system, and the capacity of the authorities to think on their feet will be vital. As it stands, the GST in its initial avatar has a complicated structure, with far too many tax rates that could lead to classiication disputes, and with the exclusion of key inputs such as petroleum products (with particularly high indirect tax levies). The Finance Minister has asked industry to ensure that the beneits of GST rate cuts are passed on to consumers, but it is not clear how businesses with higher tax incidence are to adjust pricing strategies or how the stringent anti-proiteering clauses will be interpreted. The transitory efects on India’s largely informal economy, which has already been hit by demonetisation, must be watched closely. Tax buoyancy, an easier investment climate and the 1% to 2% growth spurt expected from GST may take some time to be realised. Yet, reforms are the art of the possible and the government has said it will strive to rationalise the number of tax rates and bring excluded sectors into the GST over time. This is the irst step in the evolution of the GST, and some initial hiccups are perhaps inevitable in a system founded on political consensus and federal adjustments. This is why it is unfortunate that some opposition parties, including the Congress which led the initiative on the GST for much of the past decade, decided to boycott the midnight inauguration in Parliament’s Central Hall.



m. govinda rao



PTI



With the adoption of GST, a clear road map is needed to simplify the indirect tax regime



and how fast the economic agents will adjust to the new normal. The disruptions caused by demonetisation continue to haunt large parts of the unorganised economy even as the economy had been substantially remonetised. It is very diicult to predict the impact of such disruptions and the discontent they create. The power loom sector has considerably sufered on account of one disruption, and with diferent tax rates proposed to be levied on yarn, fabrics and readymade garments, Tamil Nadu manufacturers are at war. Transporters will soon ind that the tax paid on fuel cannot be credited against the GST payable on the transportation services rendered by them. There are concerns about the rates of tax, mandated compliances and glitches in transition, and investment activity is virtually at a standstill, with everyone waiting to see how the reform pans. Even as the tax is about to be unveiled, old decisions are changed and new decisions taken by the GST Council, and there is hardly any time to internalise them. The government could have used the time until September to provide greater clarity and test the technology through some dry runs to ensure a smoother transition. Instead of viewing the GST as a game changer, it is useful to see it merely as the next stage of consumption tax reform in the country. To be sure, there will be disruptions, and this may actually contribute to some slowdown in the economy in the short term. The much-vaunted growth acceleration may happen only in the long term when the transaction cost of businesses comes down. The statement by the Union Finance Minister that



abroad which is conspicuous by its absence in India. How his personal diplomacy has failed with respect to Pakistan should make one sceptical about the relevance of “diplohugs”. The personal efervescence of leaders on ceremonial occasions cannot be a barometer of foreign policies. The State Department’s reference to “administered Kashmir” is a timely reminder of diplomatic realities. The price to be paid for a complete drift into the U.S. orbit obviously needs careful weighing. Manohar Alembath, Kannur, Kerala



Already the 2.1% disabled population is largely disadvantaged and underrepresented in all quarters of government. Most of them reside in the rural areas where they don’t have access to basic education and health facilities. As a result, they are often neglected and seen as a burden by family members. This act of increasing taxation on appliances will further hit them. It is time that the government focussed on providing disabled-friendly infrastructure and policies to bring everyone into the mainstream and addressed the issue of stigmatisation (“Fighting an old battle”, June 29).



A disservice



Gagan Pratap Singh,



Recently, India ratiied the UN Convention on Persons with Disabilities and the Marrakesh treaty to provide accessibility of books to visually impaired persons. Thus the current decision of the GST Council to tax disability appliances at the rate of 5% may further marginalise the community.



Noida, Uttar Pradesh



Battle of the sexes A letter writer ( June 30) recounts Billie-Jean King’s defeat of Bobby Riggs in the so-called ‘battle of the sexes’ in 1973. Without going into the merits or demerits of John McEnroe’s comment about Serena



Williams not being able to beat the No. 700th-ranked male player and for the sake of the record, two points need to be noted about the above-mentioned match: irst, Riggs was 55 years old and way past his prime, having retired from professional tennis in 1951 while King at 29 was at her peak. Second, earlier that year, Riggs had beaten then women’s world number one Margaret Court 6-2, 6-2. Incidentally, as teenagers, Serena and sister Venus in



1998 had thrown open a challenge that they could beat the men’s number 200. This was taken up by Germany’s world number 203 Karsten Braasch and he beat Serena 6-1 and Venus 6-2. Also, in 1992, Martina Navratilova, with the rules tweaked to allow her a big advantage, was beaten 7-5, 6-2 by Jimmy Connors. Gulu Ezekiel, New Delhi



more letters online: www.hindu.com/opinion/letters/



corrections & clarifications: In the report headlined “U.S. stand on Hizb chief alarming: Hurriyat chairman” ( June 30, 2017), a quote attributed to Hurriyat chairman Mirwaiz Umar Farooq said “the militaristic position taken by India on the Kashmir issue pushes south Kashmir to the brink ...” It should have been South Asia. A sentence in “A controversial inheritance” (Editorial page article, June 27, 2017) that said “arbitrariness is the antithesis of inequality” should be corrected to read “arbitrariness is the antithesis of equality”. In the Ground Zero feature, “The anonymous addicts” ( June 24, 2017), there was a reference to pentothal — an opioid analgesic, a common painkiller. It should have been pentazocine. It is the policy of The Hindu to correct signiicant errors as soon as possible. Please specify the edition (place of publication), date and page. The Readers’ Editor’s office can be contacted by Telephone: +91-44-28418297/28576300 (11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday to Friday); Fax: +91-44-28552963; E-mail:[email protected]; Mail: Readers’ Editor, The Hindu, Kasturi Buildings, 859 & 860 Anna Salai, Chennai 600 002, India. All communication must carry the full postal address and telephone number. No personal visits. The Terms of Reference for the Readers’ Editor are on www.thehindu.com M ND-ND
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In a byte: “‘Nobody seems to be talking about the elephant in the room.’ Which is technology taking away jobs.” An aerial view of Apple’s new headquarters, across 175 acres, in Cupertino, California.



*



JUSTIN SULLIVAN/GETTY IMAGES



Slowdown in Software Central As President Donald Trump signals ‘America First’, Indian-Americans in the Silicon Valley begin to look beyond the bubble. More than H-1B visas, it is automation that threatens to alter the dynamics for all times to come, reports Varghese K. George From his hilltop perch on the eastern side, across the San Fransisco Bay, Vinod Dham has a bird’s-eye view of the Silicon Valley. When the lights come on, headquarters of Google, Facebook, Apple, Uber and Intel — where he once led the invention that revolutionised computing, the Pentium chip — are clearly visible. The story of Dham’s journey, from chasing DTC buses in Delhi in the 1960s as an engineering student to the Fremont mansion where he lives now, is relegated to the background as software rock stars dominate the world’s digital imagination. But the mansion is testimony to his status in Silicon Valley — the higher up the hills that surround the Valley your house is, the higher up you are in the pecking order of its cut-throat social hierarchy. An eight-tonne stone Buddha sculpted in Mamallapuram near Chennai sits in the garden. “It is exciting, and disconcerting,” Dham says of the emerging era of computing. “Disconcerting, because of the massive job losses and social displacement that is just round the corner. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is not like anything that humanity has seen so far.”



The spectre of automation The argument that AI will be just another in the series of technology revolutions — like machine looms, automobiles and computers — that have transformed the world to what it is today, he says, is invalid. “All machines that came before were static. They did not do anything by themselves. They only did what the humans manipulated them to do. When a machine begins to do things by itself, after it is taught how to learn, we are in a different age. I am not saying that the machines will take over and we all will be killed. But we are entering a different era.” The immediate disruption will be human jobs, which will have a cascading effect on other aspects of society and economy, he says. And it is not only the low-end jobs that will be displaced; the existing middle class will lose their jobs as well. One could argue that new jobs in data science, algorithms, etc. will create new jobs. “But that will only be a tiny fraction of jobs that will become redundant.” The current debates on outsourcing, offshoring, trade deficit, etc. are therefore already redundant, according to Dham. Each country wants to make its economy strong and create jobs. “But nobody seems to be talking about the elephant in the room.” Which is technology taking away jobs. The current H-1B debate is a case in point. Indian IT companies have responded to U.S. President Donald Trump’s rhetoric against immigrant IT workers by reducing the number of visa applicaCM YK



tions and hiring more people locally in America. Some companies have also laid off people in their back-end offices in India. A U.S.-based executive of an Indian IT company that does data processing in Pune for a major American bank explains: “In the last two years, the pace at which automation has progressed, we could easily let go of 30-40% workers. The only reason we are not doing it is the potential political backlash.” “Software is eating the world,” argued technology entrepreneur Marc Andreessen in a provocative piece in The Wall Street Journal in 2011, “… the technology required to transform industries through software finally works and can be widely delivered at global scale.”



The United States of India The software explosion in the preceding decade is what put Indian engineers at the centre of Silicon Valley, California. Around 40% start-ups in the Valley have an Indian CEO, CTO, CFO or COO. As they expand, they are even ‘renaming’ the towns — Sunnyvale is called Surya Nagari; Mountain View is Paharganj and Fremont is Azad Nagar as the Indian invasion expands to new frontiers. In conversation with then presidential candidate Trump, Steven Bannon, now his chief strategist and then the head of Breitbart News, lamented in November 2015 that “two-thirds or three-quarters of the CEOs in Silicon Valley are from South Asia or from Asia”. The Indianorigin population is estimated to be 1% of the country’s total, and their representation in the U.S. Congress is also 1%. Silicon Valley is represented in the House of Representatives by Ro Khanna, the grandson of an Indian freedom fighter. The rising star among Democratic Senators, Kamala Harris from California is half-Indian, her mother Shyamala Gopalan hailing from Chennai. American CEOs discovered India’s software prowess when they were struggling to fend off the Y2K catastrophe ahead of the turn of the millennium, and since then there has been no looking back for Indian engineers. But a new turn is here, says Dham. “AI is now eating software.” Dham had toyed with the idea of bringing hardware manufactur-



ing to India, but gave up on it as the technology rapidly changed, making India an impossible destination. “But AI is a software opportunity that India must seize immediately,” he says. For one, Dham believes, the Indian government should stop trying to incubate start-ups and divert whatever money is available to public funding of technology education. Dham worked closely with Intel cofounder Gordon Moore, whose prediction that the processing power of chips would double every 18 months has held true for at least 40 years. But that is now saturating. Transistor size has already reached subatomic proportions. “Next ten years it will muddle along,” says Dham. But AI will explode in the meantime. “People who can teach the computers to learn will be the most soughtafter professionals.” The political and social impact of this is reaching an inflection point and Donald Trump is a symptom of it. “He observed it, highlighted it and leveraged it to his benefit. He saw that this whole section of people has been disenfranchised and began talking about it. People living in Silicon Valley had no clue of what was happening in middle America. People have been hurting. Somebody should have been addressing that. Which I think is not being addressed even now. When AI comes, the problem will be more exacerbated. But at least he brought the spotlight on the issue,” says Dham.



Bunker beds and shared toilets The journey to the hilltops in the Valley begins modestly. In earlier times, it typically began in a garage. Rents are so high that starters in the Valley often pay up to three quarters of their earnings in rents. Negev, in downtown San Fransisco, is a community living facility for those who dream big but have little money. Named after the Israeli desert — the reclaiming of which is a national project — Negev itself is a start-up targeting millennials who prefer to avoid or delay marriage and are averse to buying fixed assets, explains Danny Haber, its co-founder. Newcomers and those starting out sleep on bunker beds and share kitchen, living area and toilets. The buildings are theme-based — introverts, social geeks, sporty-partying kinds, etc. In the evenings they share their experience of exploring opportunities in the Valley. Usually, the residents stay for about a year and then move out with friends they make at these communities. Arjun Satish Fadnavis arrived here only a month ago from Bengaluru. A graduate from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, he is now a management consultant with Pricewater-



houseCoopers. He returned to India after graduation after missing out in the H-1B lottery in 2014. He tried again in 2015 from India to no avail. The third time, in 2016, he got lucky and is finally here, at a time companies have slowed down on applying for H-1B visas after Trump came to power. Several Negev residents are working on their start-ups. Shaffi Mather, who arrived two years ago, has launched a pilot of his app in Punjab, aiming to do to health care what Uber has done to personal transportation. Mather’s MUrgency app aims to utilise idle ambulances and medical professionals to provide emergency medical care in less than 12 minutes. “Thousands of ambulances are available in cities but not used optimally, while emergency care is beyond reach for most people in India,” says the Keralite who counts Ratan Tata, Infosys co-founders Kris Gopalakrishnan and S.D. Shibulal, and the Azim Premji family among his investors. In the U.S., where emergency care is extremely efficient, the app seeks to make it affordable. For instance, in a recent incident, a small cut on a baby’s finger that required a band-aid left the family with a $600 bill. MUrgency will launch in the U.S next year. Divey Gulati grew up in Delhi and reached Chicago in 2007 to study computer engineering. His break came in 2014 when his start-up idea made the cut at Y Combinator, an influential Silicon Valley start-up incubator. ShipBob, his start-up, offers a hybrid of software and logistics solutions to e-commerce start-ups for online deliveries. While it operates in Los Angeles, Chicago, New York, and San Fransisco, ShipBob is aiming to go global in the near future.



Vinod Dham believes that the Indian government should stop trying to incubate start-ups and divert whatever money is available to public funding of technology education. VARGHESE K. GEORGE *



The journey to the top is arduous. But Indian-Americans are at it. “The emphasis on education is what makes the Indian community so successful in the Valley,” says Dham. “The difference between having and not having a college education has been huge in India, unlike America.” When I meet Rehan Kumar (name changed), a 19-year-old university student whose parents came to the Silicon Valley 32 years ago, at an Indian restaurant in San Carlos, his mother by his side, he has a different story to tell about the emphasis on education, that is taking a severe toll on Indian-American kids. As his mother related how their pre-Y2K generation started with a one-bedroom apparent, then moved up to two before finally acquiring a house, Rehan interjects: “They made a load of money, and are now looking for ways to spend it. So they are recreating a new Renaissance era here. They want differentiators, they buy art, read about esoteric topics and flaunt their knowledge at parties, and go on exotic vacations.” Rehan studied in a school in Palo Alto, where an overwhelming majority of his schoolmates were Indian-Americans. By eighth grade, many of his classmates were training in Unix and Java. “They all look the same, talk the same, wear the same thick glasses and march to Vishu and Pongal celebrations. On weekends, they go to study Hindu culture and philosophy,” he says. But that is still not enough, as Princeton, Harvard and Yale look for ‘well-rounded’ candidates during admission screening, which is the topmost subject of discussion for Indian parents. And these kids are not the ones who plan to stay in Negev — the mansion is very much on their mind, always. Classical dance, classic music, and theatre cohabit with Unix and Java in their universe. When they go on vacation to India, it is a Dangal-style regimen for them. “Getting up at 4 a.m. to study dance or music. And crash courses run throughout the vacation. They come back to the Valley exhausted after the vacation,” says his mother. Adds Rehan, “Every kid is under a lot of pressure. From peers, from parents. To make it to an Ivy League [institution], then to land an internship at Google or Apple, then to find a job, then to have a start-up of your own… and join the race.”



It’s a pressure cooker Rehan likens Indian performance in the Silicon Valley to the performance of a pressure cooker. “You throw it all in, shut it and wait for a quick result.” It can blast too. After seeing it all, including three suicides of Indian-American kids in the school, and overcoming a depression, Rehan has decided that he wants to



dance only for the sake of dancing. And grow up in the slower lane. However, for the Y2K generation, and those with uncertain immigration status, questions are different. Rishi Bhilawadikar came to study in the U.S. in 2005 and is on an H-1B visa to date. “For here or to go?,” the question that anyone is asked while ordering fast food in American restaurants, has a profound existential meaning for people like Bhilawadikar. Exploring the questions that confront Indian-Americans with temporary work visas, Bhilawadikar wrote a feature film For here or to go? with Rajit Kapur and Omi Vaidya among its cast. “The Indian-Americans community’s contribution is barely appreciated here. Moreover, the uncertainly surrounding our immigration status makes our personal lives so uncertain and stops us from realising our full potential here,” he says. Bhilawadikar continues to work in a technology company through weekdays and promotes his film on weekends. Silicon Valley was outraged when Trump pressed ahead with restrictions on travel from several Muslim countries to America, and many, including Google’s Sundar Pichai and Apple’s Tim Cook protested. Few months down, the Valley is taking a closer look. Bruce Fram, a 30-year Silicon Valley veteran who has been the CEO of six venture capitalist-backed companies, says the victory of Trump has broken the bubble that techies lived in. They are now getting to hear more about the America that they hardly knew existed. As Facebook founder Mark Zuckerburg said while addressing students on May 25 at Harvard, the university that he dropped out of a decade ago, “Let’s face it. There is something wrong with our system when I can leave here [Harvard] and make billions of dollars in 10 years while millions of students can’t afford to pay off their loans, let alone start a business.” In the Silicon Valley, CEOs and Uber drivers always talk about diversity. At evening dinners, CEOs are asked to raise their hands if they increased renewables in their energy mix since they last met. But the rise of Trump has been the moment of political baptism for the Valley as they begin to look beyond the bubble. But the distance between them and the rest of the world is not easy to bridge. Here, men can love men or women and women can love men or women. But most of them love machines the most. Machines that solve the problems of the world. When Silicon Valley solves the problem of road accidents in the U.S. caused by human error by automating driving, three million truck drivers will be rendered jobless. Every solution has a problem. Trump is only a symptom. M ND-ND
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FROM PAGE ONE



India gets a ‘good and simple tax’



Not all rosy with border infrastructure Advanced landing grounds ready, but Mountain Strike Corps pruned; only 23 of 73 roads planned have been completed Josy Joseph Dinakar Peri New Delhi



Pranab Mukherjee, Hamid Ansari, Narendra Modi, former PM H.D. Deve Gowda, Speaker Sumitra Mahajan and Arun Jaitley in Parliament on Saturday. PTI *



Former Prime Minister H.D. Deve Gowda shared the dais with the President and the PM, while the only Congress MP present was P.J. Kurien, who was there in his capacity as Rajya Sabha Deputy Chairperson. Hours prior to the official launch, the GST Council chaired by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley slashed the tax rate on fertilizers from 12% to 5% and tractor parts from 28% to 18%, in a bid to make the new tax regime more farmer-friendly. “A lot of States had some concern that the tax rate on fertilizers that was fixed at 12% should not lead to an increase in prices. We had received a lot of representations against this. The current tax incidence was considered, but some States had kept a tax rate lower than that, so keeping all that in mind, it was decided that the GST on fertilizers would be 5%,” Mr. Jaitley said. The Council also approved additional rules for GST implementation, the Finance Minister said, while



the Finance Ministry said on its Twitter handle that the GST rate on ‘exclusive parts of tractors’ has been reduced from 28% to 18%. Meanwhile, a last-ditch attempt on Friday by Jammu and Kashmir to pass the necessary legislation to enable a simultaneous rollout of GST with the rest of the country failed, as no consensus could be reached. A special session of the J&K Assembly will be held from July 4 to discuss the issue. Mr. Jaitley had earlier warned the State about the adverse impact on its consumers as well as businesses if they fail to roll out GST in sync with the other States. The government’s think tank Niti Aayog sought to play down expectations of the economy growing faster due to the GST regime, with its member Bibek Debroy stressing that the new dispensation with multiple tax rates is ‘far from ideal’ and hopes of GDP growing by 1%-1.5% were pinned on an ‘ideal GST’, not an ‘imperfect one.’



Border standof: India issues warning Mr Lu’s statement comes a day after releasing photographs that purported to show Indian troops on Chinese land. Meanwhile Defence Minister Arun Jaitley spoke out at a conference organised by TV Today on Friday as well, saying “The situation in 1962 was different and the India of today is different,” in response to the Chinese statement telling New Delhi to “remember history” and the 1962 war. Revealing the series of events that have unfolded over the past fortnight, the government said on June 16, a PLA team carrying construction equipment crossed into Bhutanese territory at Doko La over the Zom Cheri ridge and tried to begin building a road. When Bhutanese soldiers protested, India claims the Chinese soldiers pushed them back to their posts. “In coordination with the Royal Government of Bhutan, Indian personnel, who were present at general area Doka La, approached the Chinese construction party and urged them to desist from changing the status quo,” the government said, although it denied the Chinese claim that Indian troops had transgressed into Chinese territory in the process. Four days later, a border personnel meeting (BPM) was held at Nathu La and diplomats in Delhi and Beijing have been holding



regular meetings with the respective foreign ministries in an effort to defuse the crisis. Bhutan and China have been similarly engaged. However, it is unlikely that the three countries will hold a trilateral unless tensions are visibly decreased. There are several reasons for New Delhi’s growing concerns over the situation. The Chinese aggression came days after Prime Minister Narendra Modi and President Xi Jinping had what officials called a “warm and cordial” meeting in Astana, Kazakhstan, where they had even discussed the Kailash Mansarovar Yatra route through Sikkim, which now stands cancelled. For Chinese troops to transgress over non-finalised borders in Sikkim and into Bhutanese territory is unprecedented, and is a violation of agreements with Bhutan from 1998 and 1999 as well as with India in 2012 to maintain the status quo, and causes special worries for the future. This is the only part of the India-China boundary that is considered “settled” between the two countries, and it was for this reason that China had opened out the motorable route for Indian pilgrims. While Indian and Chinese troops have faced off at the LAC in Chumar and Depsang earlier, the Doko La episode is the most significant such face-off.



Plea for rejection of Jadhav’s mercy plea Pakistan Armed Forces’ official spokesperson Major General Asif Ghafoor, in a Twitter message claimed that Jadhav filed a mercy plea to army chief “seeking forgiveness for his espionage, terrorist and subversive activities”. A press release attached with the Tweet said, “In his plea, Commander Jadhav has admitted his involvement in espionage, subversive and terrorist activities in Pakistan and expressed remorse at the resultant loss of innocent lives and extensive damage to property due CM YK



to his actions. Seeking forgiveness for his actions, he has requested the Chief of Army Staff to spare his life on compassionate grounds.” According to the LCBA petition, mercy for Mr. Jadhav can be granted only by the family members of the victims of terror attacks that were allegedly orchestrated by Mr. Jadhav. The petitions run counter to the stay on the execution of Mr Jadhav by the International Court of Justice on 18 May. Earlier the LCBA had warned lawyers to not defend Mr Jadhav in court.



Under the Narendra Modi government, India’s infrastructure development along the border with China has picked up, though it has rolled back the most ambitious military plan for the boundary. According to several military and intelligence sources, India is at least a decade away from matching the infrastructure on the Chinese side, where most posts have direct road access. Across Tibet, massive infrastructure projects have come up providing easy access to the border for the Chinese military.



Mountain Strike Corps The 17 Corps, which is India’s first dedicated strike corps for mountain opera-



tions, was originally supposed to have three full divisions. Now it has been scaled down to two, of which just one division has been raised until now. With two divisions, the 17 Corps would have about 60,000 men, against the original plan of over 90,000.



₹64,000-crore plan In 2013, the Cabinet Committee on Security headed by then Prime Minister Manmohan Singh had approved a ₹64,000-crore plan to raise the corps. It was to be completed by 2020. The Strike Corps was to be armed with, among others, the M-777 ultra-light howitzers, manufactured in the U.S. by BAE Systems, which can be easily airlifted. These were to be inducted from March 2019. While the Modi govern-



ment has scaled back ambitions for the Strike Corps, it has stepped up the UPA initiative to strengthen border infrastructure with China. According to latest statist-



ics, only 24 of the 73 roads identified along the Line of Actual Control with China have been completed until now. Of the total, 61 roads with a length of 3409.27 km,



Now, a hard trek via Lipulekh With China closing Nathu La pass, Mansarovar pilgrims return to Gangtok



are with the Border Roads Organisation while other 12 were entrusted to agencies like the Central Public Works Department, NBCC and State Public Works Departments.



In a report presented in Parliament in March this year, the Comptroller and Auditor-General (CAG) said: “All 61 India-China Border Roads (ICBR) included in the Border Roads Development Board (BRDB) programme were planned to be completed by 2012. However, only 15 roads had been completed by 2012. Out of the balance, 46 roads, only 7 roads were completed by March 2016, extending the Planned Date of Completion (PDC) of balance roads.. to 2021.” India is also constructing some critical bridges in the northeast which will cut down time for troop movement. The recently inaugurated 9.2-km Dhola-Sadiya bridge will cut down the distance between Assam and Arunachal Pradesh by 165 km.



Pachnanda is new ITBP chief



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Special Correspondent



Amid a face-off between Indian and Chinese troops along the India-China border, the Kailash-Mansarovar Yatra through the Nathu La pass in Sikkim has been cancelled. However, pilgrims travelling through the Lipulekh pass in Uttarakhand will continue as scheduled, a government official said. The annual Kailash Mansarovar Yatra was flagged off earlier this month by External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj. However, China had declined permission for the first group of 50 pilgrims to proceed to Mount Kailash through the Nathu La pass. The pilgrims had to return to Gangtok after they were denied permission. Eight batches, each comprising around 50 pilgrims, were scheduled to take the



Amid ongoing tensions with the Chinese Army, the Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP), the main force deployed along the China border, got a new chief on Friday. R.K. Pachnanda, a 1983-batch IPS officer of the West Bengal cadre, took over as the 29th ITBP chief. Prior to the new posting, he was DirectorGeneral, National Disaster Response Force. He took charge from Krishna Chaudhary, who retired on Friday. Mr. Pachnanda has served in major Central paramilitary forces and organisations, including the CRPF, the CISF, the BSF, the SPG and the CBI. The ITBP is a 90,000-



New Delhi



Testing endurance: Pilgrims taking the Lipulekh route through Uttarakhand have to travel longer hours to reach Mansarovar in Tibet. THE HINDU PHOTO ARCHIVES *



Nathu La route to Mansarovar in Tibet. The route through the Nathu La pass that opened two years ago



shortens the entire distance, making the pilgrimage less arduous. The Lipulekh route involves a treacherous trek



of about 200 km, while the Nathu La route calls for trekking for only 35 km. (With PTI inputs)



GST rollout is akin to a ‘tamasha’: Rahul A reform that holds great potential is being rushed through in a half-baked way, tweets Cong. leader Special Correspondent New Delhi



The manner in which the Goods and Services Tax is being implemented is akin to a “tamasha”, Congress vicepresident Rahul Gandhi said on Friday, adding it was being pushed through in a “half-baked” way, with the object of making it a “selfpromotional spectacle.” Taking to Twitter, he said, “A reform that holds great potential is being rushed through in a half-baked way with a self-promotional spectacle #GSTTamasha.”



Currently abroad on a vacation, Mr. Gandhi slammed the government for its insensitivity in rolling out GST without planning, foresight and institutional readiness, as it had done when it had demonetised ₹500 and ₹1,000 currency notes last November without any warning.



‘No planning’ “..like demonetisation, GST is being executed by an incompetent and insensitive government without planning, foresight and institu-



Rahul Gandhi tional readiness,” he elaborated in another tweet. India deserves a GST rollout that does not put crores



of its ordinary citizens, small businesses and traders through tremendous pain and anxiety, the Congress leader said. Unlike demonetisation, he said, GST was a reform the Congress had championed and backed from the very beginning. Mr. Gandhi’s use of the social media platform comes on the heels of the Congress announcing that it will boycott the government’s midnight GST launch event in the Central Hall of Parliament on Friday.



The party’s contention is that a taxation reform cannot be equated with the midnight announcement of Indian Independence in Parliament’s Central Hall on August 15, 1947. Nor can it be compared with the celebrations at the same venue to mark the 25th anniversary of Independence in 1972 or its Golden Jubilee in 1997, it stressed. The Congress’s communication chief, Randeep Surjewala, also issued a series of critical tweets on GST on Friday.



Karti seeks more time from CBI



Notice to poll panel on MP Minister



Special correspondent



Special Correspondent



NEW DELHI



Bhopal



Karti Chidambaram, son of former Finance Minister P. Chidambaram, has sought more time from the Central Bureau of Investigation to join the probe into alleged irregularities in the use of foreign investments by INX Media, according to the agency. The agency had asked Mr. Karti Chidambaram and some others to join the investigation between June 27 and 29. However, they did not turn up. Through his lawyer, he has informed the CBI that he needs more time to appear before the team, said an official. The CBI has accused Mr. Karti Chidambaram of having received commissions through a company to scuttle a probe by the Department of Revenue into the allegations against INX Media. It is alleged that in 2007, INX Media got an approval from the Foreign Investment Promotion Board for ₹4.62 crore investment, but received ₹305 crore from two Mauritius-based firms by sale of shares at a premium of ₹800 a unit.



The Madhya Pradesh High Court on Friday issued a notice to the Election Commission on a plea filed by Public Relations, Legislative Affairs and Water Resources Minister Narrotam Mishra for disqualifying him from the Assembly allegedly for corruption and paid news during the 2008 Assembly polls. A Bench of Justice Vivek Agrawal and sought the poll



Minister iled plea saying there was no proof against him for disqualiication panel’s reply to Mr Mishra’s plea by July 5. Reacting to the notice, Mr Mishra said he welcomed the court’s decision.



Complaint filed in 2009 Mr Mishra had moved the High Court three days back, seeking relief against the June 24 order of the Election Commission that disqualified him for three years for filing “wrong” election expenditure accounts during the 2008 Assembly polls.



In his plea, Mr Mishra maintained that as there was no proof that he had paid money for publication of news, the court should provide him relief against the EC order until the investigation into the matter was completed. The complaint against Mr Mishra was filed by Rajendra Bharti on April 13, 2009. Mr Bharti of the Congress had contested against Mr Mishra, considered close to Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Shiv-



raj Singh Chouhan. Following the complaint, the commission had served a notice to Mr Mishra on January 15, 2013. Mr Mishra had moved the Madhya Pradesh High Court and the Supreme Court against the EC notice but was unable to get relief. The EC on June 24 disqualified Mr Mishra under Section 10A of the Representation of the People Act, 1951. The State Congress is likely to file a petition before Governor O P Kohli on the issue.



Activists decry permit to fell trees Ashok Kumar FARIDABAD



With Bharti Land Limited felling hundreds of trees on 52 acres at Sarai Khwaja in Sector 43 here for a residential project earlier this week, activists have expressed apprehension that permission granted to the developer to cut trees had put more than 50,000 acres in the Aravallis, which is under ‘yet to be decided’ deemed forest category, at risk. A Bharti Land Limited



spokesperson said trees were cut only after permission from the department concerned was obtained.



Online petition Faridabad-based NGO Save Aravali has started an online petition. “In a country that is making a conscious effort to protect and conserve cow, Bharti Land Limited is axing down Aravalli forest spread over 52 acres to create a concrete jungle...Thirteen backhoes have been working day



and night to clear the jungle as soon as possible,” it read. Though the Forest Department Additional Chief Secretary in his April 24 letter to the Principal Chief Conservator of Forest had maintained that the said land is not a protected, reserved or unclassed forest, is not notified under the Section 4 and 5 of Punjab Land Preservation Act, 1900 and does not constitute forest component of NCZ, activists alleged that the department had ignored



NCZ zoning while granting permission. Vivek Kamboj of Haryali Welfare Society said permission to the developer was in contradiction to the earlier position of the Forest Department that all Aravalli areas other than recorded forests fell in the “yet to be decided” deemed forest category. Jitender Bhadana of Save Aravali said more than legality of orders allowing cutting of trees, the issue was about priorities of the government.



R.K. Pachnanda



strong force that primarily guards the 3,488-km India-China border located at freezing heights of up to 18,700 ft in the upper Himalayas. In some areas such as Nathu La in Sikkim, the troops are posted a few kilometres behind the Army. (With PTI inputs)



Aircraft collision over J&K averted Press Trust of India New Delhi



A mid-air collision between an IndiGo plane and a BSF aircraft, which had Union Home Secretary Rajiv Mehrishi on board, was averted over Banihal in Jammu and Kashmir on Friday, sources said. The two aircraft came perilously close to each other when an automatic alert went off, prompting the pilots to steer to a safer distance, they said. There were 180 passengers on board the IndiGo aircraft and 12, including the Home Secretary, on the BSF plane. The Directorate General of Civil Aviation has initiated a probe into the incident. As per sources, Mr. Mehrishi was not informed about the incident by the pilot.



Modi will meet Moshe Press Trust of India JERUSALEM



Moshe Holtzberg, the Israeli child who was just two years old when he lost his parents in the 2008 Mumbai terror attack, is looking forward to meeting Prime Minister Narendra Modi who, in a special gesture, will meet the boy during his visit here next week. Mr. Modi’s decision to meet Moshe, now 10, has been welcomed by the child’s family, which said that the gesture made them realise that Indians share their pain and they have not been forgotten. Mr. Modi will also meet Moshe’s Indian nanny Sandra Samuels, who managed to escape with him, and his grandparents Shimon and Yehudit Rosenberg, from Nariman House, which came under attack. M ND-ND
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Taxing times: (FRom left)Members of a disabled rights group during a protest in New Delhi; a cloth merchant checking his accounts in Mumbai; and a Congress MP protests outside Parliament on Friday.
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Delayed on D-Day: e-waybills, date of iling returns ‘Move suggests the government has realised that the GST Network is itself not ready and providers need more time’



GST will curb tax avoidance: Jaitley



TCA Sharad Raghavan New Delhi



While the Goods and Services Tax (GST) regime rolled out successfully on July 1, several key aspects such as the e-waybill system, the tax collected at source (TCS) by e-commerce companies, and the dates of filing returns have been delayed. The government on June 18 decided to push back the date of filing returns for July and August under GST. While the deadline for filing returns for July was earlier August 10, it was deferred to September 5. The deadline for August was moved to September 20 from September 10. “The decision to delay the date of filing returns suggests that the government itself has realised that the GST Network is itself not ready and that the GST Suvidha Providers also need more time,” Santosh Dalvi, Partner, Indirect Tax at KPMG in India said. “The issuance of various notifications by the government in the last two days, including the changes in the rates, have given a very limited time for the trade and industry to analyse its implication and make corresponding changes in the IT systems,” Sachin Menon – Partner and Head, Indirect Tax at KPMG in India said. The e-waybill system, envisaged to provide an electronic way bill for the movement of goods across the country, met with huge opposition from industry play-



‘Arrest clause draconian’ Staff Reporter Kolkata



Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee fired a fresh salvo at the Centre over the arrest clause in the GST norms. Describing the arrest clause as “draconian”, the Chief Minister alleged that it will lead to harassment of small and medium traders, with some sections even being nonbailable too. The CM further alleged that the



ers since the rules were considered to be too complicated to implement. Goods and Services Tax Network (GSTN) chairman Navin Kumar in May said that the ewaybill system would be delayed by at least six months. In June, the GST Council decided to defer the implementation of the system, instead authorising the current waybill system to continue under GST.



Logistics industry “The GST Council has broadly addressed the concerns of the logistics industry by deferring e-waybills for goods with a value exceeding ₹50,000,” Mahesh Fogla, CFO, Patel Integrated Logistics said. “This will not only provide the required operational bandwidth to logistics players but will also keep costs



‘Nation’s economic horizon will expand’



Centre may use the arrest clause to “target” business leaders who criticise GST. She also said that with the introduction of GST the “mockery of Inspector Raj” will return. Meanwhile, one of the largest wholesale markets of the country Poasta Bazar in central Kolkata wore a deserted look in protest against GST. Kalakar Street, a major trading hub of clothes, also wore a deserted look.



Press Trust of India



within limits.” Under the GST rules, e-commerce companies were to be responsible for deducting and depositing tax at 1% from each transaction. Any dealer or trader selling goods or services online would get the payment after the deduction of tax. The government on June 26 decided to defer this requirement. “TCS would have a direct impact on the sellers of the marketplace, who are generally small in nature with a turnover in the range of ₹50 lakh to ₹10 crore per annum,” A. Didar Singh, FICCI secretary general said. “It [TCS] is a significant change which would increase a lot of compliance and administration cost for online aggregators like Flipkart, Snapdeal, Amazon, etc,” Cleartax.com said in a note.



Ambitious move India is making history with the launch of GST, which is the biggest and most ambitious tax and economic reform in its history, the Finance Minister said. “The old India was economically fragmented. New India will create one tax, one market, one nation. It will be in India where Centre and States work to-



INTERVIEW | PRONAB SEN



‘Uniquely Indian tax system’ It is very complex and has drawbacks, says former Planning Commission member TCA Sharad Raghavan



The form of Goods and Services Tax being implemented from July 1 is uniquely Indian, according to former Planning Commission member and former Chairman of the National Statistical Commission Pronab Sen. In an interview to The Hindu, he says the indirect tax regime will make it easier to start a new company, but increases complexity for those engaged in buying and selling multiple goods and services. Excerpts: What are the benefits of the GST system being applied currently? ■ The benefit of the GST system is that essentially it subsumes all taxes into one. This means that whatever activity you are in, there is only one indirect tax that is applicable. You do not have to worry about the different forms of taxes that are applicable for your activity. That instils a degree of certainty in the system and it also eases the complexity of getting yourself registered



CM YK



terms of the < > In actual complexity of taxes, it depends on what business you are engaged in within the tax system. The second advantage is that it has done away with levies on inter-State transactions — which means you are really opening up the market. The third is that GST will hopefully remove the cascading of taxes which was endemic in the previous system. What are the drawbacks of this system, then? ■ This particular GST will also do all I mentioned. But the form in which the GST is



being implemented has certain drawbacks. The first is that it is extremely complex because of the number of tax rates being levied and, second, because each State is being treated as a separate tax jurisdiction. Because of this, it introduces additional complexity in the GST system which, in a different form of GST, would not have been there. So although you are not going to be worrying about 21 different taxes, you might have to worry about the complexity of a single tax rate across the country, which can get quite demanding. The issue there is the complexity of the tax system really depends on the range of goods and services a particular enterprise is transacting in. If you have relatively few goods and services you are transacting in either as a buyer or a seller, then it works quite well. But if you are transacting in a large number of goods and services, then the system can get quite complex.



Initial hiccups can be addressed, says Naidu



New Delhi



Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said the rollout of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) will ease inflation, make tax avoidance difficult and boost GDP growth. Addressing the midnight launch event of the GST in the Central Hall of Parliament, Mr. Jaitley said the implementation of the landmark unified tax should be seen as the beginning of a new journey that will expand the country’s economic horizon. He further said 17 transaction taxes in States and the Centre and 23 cesses would be subsumed in the GST. An assessee will have to file only one return. “Inflation will come down, tax avoidance will be difficult, India’s GDP will be benefited and extra resources will be used for welfare of poor and weaker section,” the Minister said.



So what does this mean for the ease of doing business if it is theoretically easier but practically more complex?



In terms of complexity, it makes starting up a business actually easier because you have to figure out one tax and not worry about which taxes are applicable to you and get a rude shock later. In terms of the actual complexity of taxes, as I said, it depends on what business you are in... The ones who will be directly affected will be things like retail, hotels and restaurants, construction. There the complexity will be large.



■



How does this GST compare to what has been implemented in other countries?



It is almost uniquely Indian, in the sense that our version is a lot more complex than elsewhere both in terms of number of tax rates and jurisdictions. Most places will have at most three rates.



■



NEW DELHI



Arun Jaitley



gether towards the common goal of shared prosperity,” Jaitley said. Terming GST as an important achievement, Mr Jaitley said not only will India write a new destiny, the new tax regime would also strengthen federalism. “The Constitution says India is a union of states. The union is strong if both Centre and states are strong. That is the real meaning of cooperative federalism. “While enacting the GST, neither the states nor Centre gave up their sovereignty. They have pooled their sovereignty to make joint decisions in indirect taxation,” the Finance Minister said. He appreciated the efforts of all Members of Parliament, State finance ministers and officials in making GST a reality when many had expressed doubts over its roll out from July 1.



How will the Centre ensure States’ inances are not hurt? GST will subsume almost all cesses levied at the moment could be as much as ₹55,000 crore.



Special correspondent NEW DELHI



One of the key sticking points thwarting consensus in the Goods and Services Council over the course of its meetings in 2016 was the compensation the Centre would have to pay States for any losses they might incur due to the implementation of the new indirect tax regime.



What was the issue? The GST is a destinationbased tax, and as such is viewed as being to the advantage of the consuming States and to the detriment of the producing States like Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, Haryana, and Karnataka. These States had raised objections to the implementation of GST, forcing the Centre to agree to a formula for compensating them in the event of a loss of revenue. The 14th Finance Commission advised the Centre to provide 100% compensation to States for their revenue loss after implementa-



A cut-out of PM Narendra Modi, with GST posters in New Delhi on Friday. SHANKER *



CHAKRAVARTY



tion of GST for the first three years. The fourth year would bring 75% compensation, and the fifth year 50% compensation. This, however, did not pacify the States who demanded full compensation for five years. The Centre agreed to this demand in December 2016, settling one of the most contentious issues delaying GST. The next question, however, was how the Centre was going to finance this compensation package, which experts estimated



Where are the funds? The GST, once implemented, will subsume almost all the cesses levied at the moment, including Swachh Bharat Cess and Krishi Kalyan Cess. Other cesses like the education cess on imported goods and the cess on crude oil will remain under GST. However, the government needs extra revenue to compensate the States, and so the GST Council decided to impose additional cesses for five years on certain goods over and above the highest tax bracket of 28%. These goods on which cess will be levied include tobacco products, coal, motor vehicles, which include all types of cars, personal aircraft, and yachts. These additional cesses, however, will be removed after five years, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley has repeatedly said, adding that the States incurring losses would have to find alternative sources of revenue.



Union Minister M. Venkaiah Naidu on Friday said there would be some “initial hiccups” in rolling out the GST, but those can be addressed. “GST is going to bring great relief to people. I appeal to those working in the real estate to pass on to buyers the message of benefits of this tax,” Mr. Naidu said at the Nirman Bhawan here. “I can assure people that any problem can be addressed through the GST council,” he said.



Traders call for bandh in Jammu & Kashmir today SRINAGAR



A traders’ body in Srinagar has called for a shutdown on July 1 against the GST implementation in its current form, a day after an all-party consultative panel failed to arrive at a consensus. “We won’t allow any amendments to J&K’s special status. One tax and one India is an idea which is not acceptable in our State,” Kashmir Traders and Manufacturers Federation president Muhammad Yasin Khan said.



GST may lead to drug shortage: Biocon chief NEW DELHI



Biotech major Biocon chairman and managing director Kiran Mazumdar Shaw on Friday cautioned of a possible drug shortage after implementation of the GST saying unprepared stockists in the supply chain are refusing to stock medicines. She said in the run up to the GST, pharmaceutical firms have taken a huge hit on their businesses in June as a result of pharmacists declining to keep stock. “Our stockists are refusing to stock, the supply chain is also not willing to accept material,” Ms. Mazumdar Shaw said. She said: “I think a bigger impact is the drug shortage that patients are going to face, and then we are going to have a huge impact on price of drug.”



Sushil Modi to miss launch due to flight snag NEW DELHI



A Delhi-bound IndiGo flight couldn’t take off due to “a suspected engine stall,” at the Patna airport on Friday. IndiGo said there was no tyre burst or engine fire, and all 174 passengers on board were evacuated within 60 seconds. Senior BJP leader Sushil Kumar Modi “was stranded” at the Patna airport as the runway was closed due to the flight snag. “It seems I will not be able to attend the historic launch of GST,” Mr. Modi, who was supposed to come to Delhi for the midnight launch of GST, said. PTI M ND-ND
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ELSEWHERE



Germany legalises gay marriage 393 lawmakers support bill while 226, including Chancellor Angela Merkel, vote against it Reuters



Anti-online hate speech law passed



Berlin



U.S. travel ban truly shameful, says Zarif TEHRAN



Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said on Friday that the U.S. ban on travellers from six Muslim nations was “truly shameful”. “U.S. now bans Iranian grandmothers from seeing their grandchildren, in a truly shameful exhibition of blind hostility to all Iranians.” AFP



Russia extends ban on Western food imports MOSCOW



Russian President Vladimir Putin has signed a decree to extend a ban on Western food imports for another 18 months after the European Union extended economic sanctions against Russia. Putin’s office published a decree on Friday that keeps the food ban in place until December 31, 2018. AP



Marine Le Pen charged with EU funds misuse PARIS



French leader Marine Le Pen has been charged with allegedly misusing European Parliament funds relating to the payment of parliamentary aides. The prosecutor’s office said Ms. Le Pen was handed preliminary charges on Friday of breach of trust and complicity in breach of trust concerning two aides. AP



IS withdraws from Syria’s Aleppo province BEIRUT



The Islamic State no longer has a presence in Syria’s Aleppo province after withdrawing from a series of villages where regime forces were advancing, a monitor said on Friday. The Islamic State reportedly withdrew from 17 towns and villages and is now outside the province. AFP



Germany’s Parliament backed the legalisation of same-sex marriage on Friday in a historic vote hailed by gay activists and leftist parties but criticised by some in Chancellor Angela Merkel’s ruling conservative bloc and by the Catholic Church. The move brings Germany into line with many other European nations, including France, Britain and Spain, and follows Ms. Merkel’s surprise decision this week to allow her lawmakers to follow their own conscience rather than the party line on the issue. Ms. Merkel, daughter of a Protestant pastor, voted against the bill. Hundreds of gay activists, some with painted faces, celebrated outside the Bundestag lower house of Parliament after the vote, waving rainbow flags and placards that read “Marriage for all - make love for all”. The vote has particular resonance in Germany as it unwinds a legacy of virulent homophobia. Earlier this year, Parliament agreed to



Associated Press Berlin



New era: Men with rainbow lags at the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin at an event organised on Friday by the Social Democratic Party to celebrate the legalisation of same-sex marriage. AP *



grant compensation to thousands of gay men jailed under a 19th century law that was strengthened by the Nazis and only dropped in 1969 when homosexuality was decriminalised in West Germany. Ms. Merkel, who is seek-



Pakistan arrests reporter over social media posts Press Trust of India Islamabad



A journalist of an Urdu newspaper has been arrested in Pakistan for writing social media posts targeting “national security” institutions, the police said on Friday. Zafarullah Achakzai, who works for the Qudrat newspaper, was arrested by the Federal Investigation Agency on June 25 in Quetta, capital of Balochistan province, the police said. Niamatullah Achakzai,



the detained reporter’s father and also the daily’s editor-in-chief, also confirmed that he was taken into custody under the Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act 2016. The police said that the reporter had been remanded to police custody. Last month, Interior Minister Nisar Ali Khan took notice of alleged anti-Army campaign on social media and announced that those responsible would not be spared.



ing a fourth term in a national election on September 24, said she had voted against the bill because she believed that marriage as defined under German law was between a man and a woman. But she said her decision



was a personal one, adding that she had become convinced in recent years that same-sex couples should be allowed to adopt children. Lawmakers voted by 393 votes in favour of same-sex marriage to 226 against, with four abstentions.



German lawmakers approved a bill on Friday aimed at cracking down on hate speech on social networks, which critics say could have drastic consequences for free speech online. The measure approved is designed to enforce the country’s existing limits on speech, including the longstanding ban on Holocaust denial. Among other things, it would fine social networking sites up to €50 million if they persistently fail to remove illegal content within a week, including defamatory “fake news.” Justice Minister Heiko Maas, who was the driving force behind the bill, said official figures showed the number of hate crimes in Germany increased by over 300% in the last two years.



Patience is over with N. Korea: Trump Agence France-Presse Washington



President Donald Trump declared that the U.S. had run out of patience with North Korea over its nuclear drive on Friday as he welcomed South Korea’s new leader Moon Jae-in to talks at the White House. While Mr. Moon has been arguing for greater engagement with Pyongyang as the best way to put the brakes on its nuclear and ballistic missile programs, Mr. Trump made clear that he was in no mood to pursue diplomacy with a regime he accused of having no respect



for human life. And while Mr. Moon announced that Mr. Trump had accepted an offer to visit Seoul later this year, the leaders failed to map out any kind of joint strategy on how best to deal with the threat posed by the North Korean leadership.



‘Reckelss and brutal’ “Together, we are facing the threat of the reckless and brutal regime in North Korea. The nuclear and ballistic missile programs of that regime require a determined response,” said Mr. Trump. His administration has been growing increas-



ingly exasperated with North Korean leader Kim Jong-un’s regime which has staged a barrage of missile tests in recent months. There was also deep anger in the U.S. after Otto Warmbier, an American student who was detained in North Korea on a tourist trip around 18 months ago, was returned home in a coma earlier this month. He died several days later. Mr. Trump had been pinning his hopes on China — North Korea’s main ally — to bring pressure to bear on Pyongyang but declared last week that their efforts had failed.



India ofers help to Sri Lanka’s Northern Province TV hosts ire back at High Commissioner tells CM Wigneswaran that New Delhi will provide assistance for projects Meera Srinivasan Colombo



India has expressed willingness to further partner Sri Lanka’s Northern Provincial administration in development initiatives, emphasising the need for a clear economic programme identifying specific areas. Indian High Commissioner Taranjit Singh Sandhu called on Chief Minister C.V. Wigneswaran in Jaffna on Thursday, the former’s first visit to the Tamil-majority north after assuming charge in Colombo in January. During the meeting, Mr. Sandhu underscored economic development for the war-affected areas and said India was willing to assist in projects, sources in Jaffna told The Hindu.



Continued work Mr. Sandhu reportedly told the Chief Minister that while political challenges may come from time to time, continued work on economic



16,000 books for Jafna library Meera Srinivasan Colombo



Indian High Commissioner to Sri Lanka Taranjit Singh Sandhu handed over as many as 16,000 books to the iconic Jaffna public library on Thursday. The collection will be kept at the ‘India Corner’ in the library, which Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated during his maiden visit in 2015. “The titles cover topics ranging from culture, literature, philosophy, politics to science,” Chief Librarian



development was important, according to a source in Jaffna. The Northern Provincial Council recently witnessed a crisis with a large bloc of members moving a no-con-



Suganthy Sadasivamoorthy told The Hindu on Friday. The new books, mostly in Tamil, will add to the library’s existing collection of nearly 1,00,000 books sourced over the last three decades. In June 1981, the library lost many of its precious titles and manuscripts when an organised mob of Sinhalese set fire to the building. Today, the whitecoloured imposing structure — renovated and rebuilt in the late 1990s under President Chandrika



fidence motion against the Chief Minister. The problem was resolved after negotiations between senior leader R. Sampanthan and Mr. Wigneswaran. India has been engaging



Iconic French politician Simone Veil dies at 89 Paris



CM YK



Associated Press New York



Morning Joe hosts Joe Scarborough and Mika Brzezinski said on Friday President Donald Trump lied about their December encounter in a tweet and that his “unhealthy obsession” with their programme doesn’t serve his mental health or the country well. The two MSNBC personalities postponed a vacation in order to respond to Mr. Trump’s tweet, in which he called Ms. Brzezinski “crazy” and said she was “bleeding badly from a face-lift” when he saw them at his Florida estate.



Changed man The hosts, who also cobylined a column that was posted on The Washington Post’s website on Friday, said they had known Mr. Trump for more than a decade and have “fond



memories” of their relationship, but that he’s changed in the past two years. They were at Mr. Trump’s Mar-a-Lago estate in Florida shortly before the New Year in December to encourage Mr. Trump to give them an interview. Ms. Brzezinski, who said she’s alarmed at how the President deals with women who disagree with him, said she believed her teasing about a Post story about fake Time magazine covers with Mr. Trump’s face hanging at his golf facilities is what precipitated the Twitter attack. “It is unbelievably alarming that this President is so easily played, he is easily played by a cable news host. What does that say to our allies? What does that say to our enemies?” Mr. Trump’s crude attack on Ms. Brzezinski drew bipartisan howls of outrage.



Critics say the ight against paedophilia is not a priority for the Pontif



Reuters



Simone Veil casting her ballot during the 1979 European polls. She was the irst President of the European Parliament. AFP *



court, she commanded wide respect across the political spectrum and remained among the most popular politicians in opinion polls.



with Sri Lanka’s Tamil political leadership for decades and Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar have repeatedly stressed on the need for unity among Tamil politi-



‘Alarming that [he] is so easily played’



Scandal reveals Pope’s blind spot



She led the campaign for legalisation of abortion in France French politician Simone Veil, who survived the Holocaust and led campaigns for the legalisation of abortion in France in the 1970s, died at her home in Paris on Friday, her family said. She was 89 years old. A Jewish survivor of the Nazi death camps at Auschwitz-Birkenau and Bergen-Belsen with the prisoner number 78651 tattooed on her arm, she was a fervent European and fighter for civil liberties, becoming the first elected President of the European Parliament in 1979. Although out of the national limelight since 2007 when she quit her seat at France’s top constitutional



Kumaratunga — draws scores of students and researchers. “There is a lot of interest in Indian literature and culture among students and researchers here,” Ms. Sadasivamoorthy said. A Thanjavur-based organisation, the Karanthai Tamil Sangam, collected the books for donation to the library. The donors have photocopied some titles on the work of Hindu revivalist Arumuga Navalar, copies of which were destroyed in the fire.



cians, even as the Tamil leadership engages Colombo over political and economic matters. India has been involved in key infrastructure projects in the north in the post-war years, building 46,000 homes in the island’s north and east and helping restore the railway line from Omanthai to Pallai, with a $800 million line of credit. These are part of India’s $2.6 billion commitment for development assistance to Sri Lanka, including $390 million as grants, for projects all over the island. Currently, the Indian side appears keen on working with the Northern Provincial Council, on economic development, skills training and job creation. In a ceremony held on Friday, the faculties of Agriculture and Engineering at the Kilinochchi campus of University of Jaffna, built with an Indian grant of LKR 600 million, were dedicated.



Trump over tweets



Tributes honouring her courage and determination to advance women's rights were paid from within France and beyond.



ted critics saw Cardinal Pell’s removal as only the latest evidence that a Pope who has focused the world’s attention on issues from climate change to peace on earth has his own blind spot when it comes to sexual abuse in his ranks.



JASON HOROWITZ LAURIE GOODSTEIN Vatican City



Pope Francis came to power promising not only to create a more inclusive church and to clean up an ossified Vatican bureaucracy, but also to remove the stain of child sexual abuse. A global paedophilia scandal plagued his two immediate predecessors. With Pope Francis’ election in 2013, many expected progress. The Pope talked about powerful committees to safeguard children, tribunals to try bishops and a “zero tolerance” policy for offending priests. It hasn’t exactly worked out that way. On Thursday, the Vatican announced that Pope Francis had granted a leave of absence to Cardinal George Pell, now the highest-ranking Roman Catholic prelate



Facing questions: Pope Francis signs a cricket bat he received from Cardinal George Pell, the Vatican treasurer. FILE PHOTO *



to be formally charged with sexual offenses, and one the Pope had brought into his inner circle even as a cloud of allegations swirled over the cardinal in Australia. “We talked about my need to take leave to clear my name,” Cardinal Pell, 76, said as he reiterated his in-



nocence. It was unusual and jarring, bad news for a pontificate that has mostly bathed in global adoration and done wonders to improve the public image of the church. But for all of Pope Francis’ good works, good will and popularity, disappoin-



‘Not in deeds’ “What happened today clearly demonstrates that the revolution of Francis in the church, when it comes to the issue of sex abuse, is in name only, and not in deeds,” said Emiliano Fittipaldi, an Italian journalist and the author of Lust, a book published this year about sexual abuse in the Vatican that begins with a chapter about Cardinal Pell. He said that despite the Pope’s talk, “the fight against paedophilia is not a priority for Francis”. NYT
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market watch 30-06-2017



% CHANGE



Sensex dddddddddddddddddddddd 30,922 ddddddddddddddd0.21 US Dollar dddddddddddddddddddd 64.58 ddddddddddddddd0.08 Gold ddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 29,200 ddddddddddddd -0.34 Brent oil ddddddddddddddddddddd 47.79 ddddddddddddd -0.27



TRAI pitches for lower GST Seeks 5% for telecom services, urges cut in licence fees, spectrum usage charges Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



NIFTY 50 PRICE CHANGE



ACC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1568.05. . . . . . -11.90 Adani Ports. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 363.05. . . . . . . . -1.45 Ambuja Cements. . . .. . . . . . 246.55. . . . . . . . -0.35 Asian Paints. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1102.95. . . . . . . . -1.60 Aurobindo Pharma . . . . . . 684.60. . . . . . . 13.75 Axis Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 517.35. . . . . . . . . 5.25 Bajaj Auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2791.20. . . . . . -10.10 Bank of Baroda . . . . . .. . . . . . 161.65. . . . . . . . . 6.15 Bharti Airtel . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 379.70. . . . . . . . -2.75 Bosch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23327.25. . . . . . . 63.65 BPCL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 639.40. . . . . . . 13.35 Cipla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 555.60. . . . . . . 11.85 Coal India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 244.25. . . . . . . . -0.90 Dr Reddys Lab . . . . . . . .. . . . 2690.10. . . . . . . 38.60 Eicher Motors. . . . . . . . .. 27039.40. . . -300.65 GAIL (India). . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 361.45. . . . . . . . -0.90 HCL Tech. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 850.90. . . . . . . . . 3.30 HDFC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1614.95. . . . . . -17.25 HDFC Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1652.05. . . . . . -11.00 Hero MotoCorp . . . . . .. . . . 3701.35. . . . . . -15.00 Hindalco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190.95. . . . . . . . -1.25 Hind Unilever . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1079.60. . . . . . . . -8.50 Indiabulls HFL . . . . . . . .. . . . 1076.15. . . . . . -19.45 ICICI Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 290.15. . . . . . . . -3.10 IndusInd Bank . . . . . . . .. . . . 1478.95. . . . . . . . -0.60 Bharti Infratel . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 374.55. . . . . . . . -3.65 Infosys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 935.55. . . . . . . . . 5.35 Indian OilCorp . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 385.20. . . . . . . . -1.65 ITC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 323.65. . . . . . . 12.05 Kotak Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 955.75. . . . . . . . . 7.40 L&T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1687.60. . . . . . -16.05 Lupin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1059.85. . . . . . . . . 4.25 M&M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1348.60. . . . . . . . -7.05 Maurti Suzuki . . . . . . . . .. . . . 7217.60. . . . . . . . -6.75 NTPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158.95. . . . . . . . . 0.30 ONGC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157.30. . . . . . . . -0.55 PowerGrid Corp . . . . .. . . . . . 210.55. . . . . . . . . 2.55 Reliance Ind . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1380.00. . . . . . -12.70 State Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 273.65. . . . . . . . . 1.20 Sun Pharma . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 555.70. . . . . . . 18.80 Tata Motors . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 432.55. . . . . . . . -3.05 Tata Motors DVR. . . .. . . . . . 263.30. . . . . . . . -5.00 Tata Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80.55. . . . . . . . -1.00 Tata Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 545.75. . . . . . . 10.70 TCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2362.35. . . . . . . 29.10 Tech Mahindra . . . . . . .. . . . . . 382.00. . . . . . . . -6.85 UltraTech Cement . .. . . . 3959.10. . . . . . . . . 5.35 Vedanta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249.05. . . . . . . . -2.15 Wipro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258.35. . . . . . . . -0.95 YES Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1463.50. . . . . . . 25.00 Zee Entertainment . . . . . . 491.35. . . . . . . . . 2.50



EXCHANGE RATES Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit except yen at 4 p.m. on June 30 CURRENCY



TT BUY



TT SELL



US Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 64.38. . . . . . . 64.70 Euro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 73.45. . . . . . . 73.82 British Pound . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 83.55. . . . . . . 83.97 Japanese Yen (100) . .. . 57.48. . . . . . . 57.77 Chinese Yuan . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 9.49. . . . . . . . . 9.54 Swiss Franc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 67.21. . . . . . . 67.55 Singapore Dollar . . . . . . .. . 46.76. . . . . . . 47.01 Canadian Dollar . . . . . . . . .. . 49.62. . . . . . . 49.87 Malaysian Ringitt . . . . . .. . 14.99. . . . . . . 15.08 Source:Indian Bank



BULLION RATES



CHENNAI



June 30 rates in rupees with previous rates in parentheses Retail Silver (1g) . . . . . . . . . . . 41.30. . . . . (41.90) 22 ct gold (1 g) . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2,769. . . . . (2,768)



The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India has pitched for a reduction in the GST rate for telecom services to 5% from the current 18% decided by the GST Council, and recommended a cut in levies such as licence fee and spectrum usage charges. The recommendations follow a meeting between the regulator and telcos on June 15 to discuss the financial health of the industry that is currently sitting on a debt of ₹4.6 lakh crore. In a letter to the Telecom Secretary, Aruna Sundararajan, TRAI Principal Advisor S.K. Mishra has said that the regulator finds “considerable merit” in the industry’s proposal to treat the sector as core infrastructure sector and reduce the GST rate as this would be in the interest of end consumers and would help realise the goal of Digital India. Ms. Sundararajan is also the chairperson of Telecom Commission, which is the highest decision-making



Larger good: A lower GST rate for telecom services will help consumers and realise the goal of Digital India, says TRAI. body in the Department of Telecommunications (DoT).



Economy enabler TRAI has said that DoT “may consider actively taking” up with the Ministry of Finance the issue of reduction in GST rate from 18% to a flat 5% by declaring the telecom sector as core infrastructure industry and economy enabler in India. “On several other issues like levies of licence fee, Universal Service Obligation (USO) Fund, spectrum charges, promotion of wireline infrastructure etc, the authority in the past has



already given its recommendations to the government,” Mr. Mishra said in the letter. TRAI had earlier recommended reducing USO levy to 3% of the adjusted gross revenue from the current 5%. With this reduction, the applicable uniform rate of licence fee would become 6% from the present 8% of the adjusted gross revenue. In their meeting with the regulator, the operators had raised concerns over differential spectrum usage charges (SUC) as there was no uniformity in the SUC for



‘To help States mop up more revenue’



NEW DELHI



Union minister Rajiv Pratap Rudy on Friday said the GST rollout will boost hiring across sectors by 11% by creating an integrated national market which will promote domestic demand and drive job creation. Mr. Rudy said India was on the cusp of an economic revolution with the rollout of the GST, to be effective from July 1. The Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship on Friday announced a training programme to certify Goods and Services Tax practitioners to make the country’s passage to the new tax regime smooth and glitch free. “We are also happy to know that crucial subjects like education and skill development services have been granted exemption from GST... It will be a step towards improving the quality of vocational training, reduction in cost of the training...,” Mr. Rudy said in a statement.



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Road Transport and Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari on Friday said that the State governments will mop up more revenue with the inclusion of petroleum products under the Goods and Services Tax (GST). “Petrol and diesel have been kept out of GST. This is an issue… I discussed this issue with state governments and told them that they will face losses if petroleum is kept outside GST. They even agreed to it but today States are not willing to understand,” Mr. Gadkari said at the Aaj Tak GST Conclave here. At present, five petroleum products including crude petroleum, highspeed diesel, petrol, natural gas and aviation turbine fuel will not attract GST. “States feel liquor and petroleum form a larger share of their income but in reality, if petrol and diesel are brought under GST,



Nitin Gadkari state governments’ revenue will jump significantly,” the Minister said. Finance Minister Arun Jaitley had said earlier this week that the GST Council will revisit taxing of petroleum products under the new regime in 1-2 years. “The Constitution amendment provides that petroleum products can be taxed under GST as and when GST Council decides. And once GST is implemented, in 1-2 years, once again, the Council will get an opportunity to revisit it,” Mr. Jaitley had said.



Lower than in May 2016; crude oil, cement and electricity drive latest numbers



PRESS TRUST OF INDIA



Special Correspondent



NEW DELHI



NEW DELHI



The government has lowered the interest rate on small saving schemes like PPF, Kisan Vikas Patra and Sukanya Samriddhi by 0.1 percentage point for the July—September quarter, a move that will prompt banks to lower deposit rates. The rates have been lowered by 0.1 percentage point across the board compared to the April-June quarter. However, interest on savings deposits has been retained at 4% annually. Since April last year, interest rates of all small saving schemes have been recalib-



Infrastructure output grew 3.6% in May, higher than the 2.8% growth recorded in April on a year-on-year basis, official data released on Friday said. The growth in output of core industries — coal, crude oil, natural gas, refinery products, fertilisers, steel, cement and electricity — was lower than 5.2% registered in May last year. Five of the eight industries, except coal, fertilisers and steel, witnessed a sequential improvement in growth. The output of coal and fertilisers contracted by 3.3%



Slowing returns: Investments in the PPF scheme will fetch a lower annual rate of 7.8%. GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCK *



rated on a quarterly basis. A Finance Ministry notification said investments in the public provident fund (PPF) scheme will fetch a lower annual rate of 7.8%.



Reuters



Shares gain 75% at ₹260.7 on the NSE



NEW DELHI



Kisan Vikas Patra (KVP) investments will yield 7.5% and mature in 115 months. Sukanya Samriddhi Account Scheme will offer 8.3%. annually.



‘Insolvency provisioning reasonable’ PRESS TRUST OF INDIA MUMBAI



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT MUMBAI



Central Depository Services (India) Ltd., (CDSL) made a strong debut on the bourses on Friday with the shares gaining close to 75% compared with its issue price. On the National Stock Exchange, the shares made their debut at ₹250 before touching a high of ₹269.95. It closed at ₹260.7, soaring almost 75% compared with its issue price of ₹149. The shares were not listed on the BSE as the exchange was one of the shareholders that divested stake as part of the initial public offer (IPO). BSE’s stake post the IPO has come down to 24%. Apart from the BSE,



other investors that diluted their stake through the IPO were State Bank of India, Bank of Baroda and The Calcutta Stock Exchange. In terms of market share, CDSL is the second-largest depository after the National Securities Depository Ltd. As of April 30, CDSL had more than 12.4 million investor accounts. CDSL’s debut closely follows the massive subscription that the IPO offer — the first by a depository — received, when it closed on June 21. It was subscribed close to 170 times with the portions reserved for institutional investors and high net-worth individuals getting subscribed 149 times and 563 times respectively.



Deputy Governor Viral Acharya on Friday confirmed that the Reserve Bank of India had asked banks to set aside 50% provisions for accounts being resolved through the insolvency law, and termed the same as “very reasonable.” “I think it is better to mark the books ahead of time, I think 50% is a very reasonable level of provisioning given... the historical record,” Mr. Acharya told reporters here. “I think the provisions are very reasonable based on any historical recovery rates that banks even on secured debt have typically earned in out system,” the Deputy Governor added.



RBI says bank funding can’t be substituted ‘NBFCs, mutual funds have been partly meeting companies’ debt needs’ NPAs of the banking sector had increased in March 2017 compared with September 2016, overall stress declined due to reduction in restructured standard advances.



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT MUMBAI



CM YK



Press Trust of India



Interest on savings deposits retained at 4% per annum



CDSL makes strong debut on bourses



With banks increasingly ‘retrenching’ credit, mutual funds, non-banking finance companies (NBFCs) and capital markets have partly offset the corporate sector’s debt requirement but such alternative sources of funding cannot replace bank loans, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) said in its biannual Financial Stability Report (FSR) released on Friday. According to latest data, banks’ share in the flow of credit, which was about 50% in 2015-16, declined sharply to 38% in 2016-17. “Retrenchment of credit by public sector banks is partly offset by NBFCs, mutual funds and the capital market but they cannot fully substitute for banks in a bank-based financial system like ours,” said N.S. Vishwanathan, Deputy Governor, RBI. “Hence, steps to restore the health of the banks assume urgency,” said Mr.



Spectrum charges TRAI also recommended a relaxation in the payout for auctioned spectrum. At present, operators pay 25% or 33% as upfront charges of total spectrum price and the remaining is paid over a tenyear period after a moratorium of two years. For spectrum payments in the 700/800/900/2100/ 2300/2500 MHz bands, TRAI has suggested 10% of the bid amount as initial payment with the remaining payment spread over 18 years (18 equal instalments with interest).



Gadkari for GST on petroleum products



Small savings rate cut by 10 bps Infrastructure output grows 3.6% in May



April-May iscal deicit at $57.7 bn India’s fiscal deficit touched ₹3.73 trillion ($57.69 billion) during the April-May period, or 68.3% of the budgeted target for the current fiscal year that ends in March, government data showed on Friday. The fiscal deficit was 42.9% of the full-year target during the same period a year earlier. Net tax receipts in the first two months of the 2017-18 fiscal year were ₹676.7 billion, the data showed. India aims to bring down its federal fiscal deficit to 3.2% of gross domestic product in 2017-18 compared with 3.5% in the previous year.



different telecom operators. The telcos had “argued that 2010 onwards, the spectrum is being auctioned and a high bid amount is being paid to acquire the spectrum… They also added that besides this, other fees are also being levied on the telcos; so, there is an urgent need that SUC should be reduced to the level of recovery of the administrative cost of the spectrum management.”



GST will boost hiring by 11%: Rudy



No choice: Alternative funding cannot fully substitute for banks in a bank-based inancial system, says the RBI.



Vishwanathan who wrote the foreword. RBI said the aggregate flow of resources to the commercial sector was not affected owing to a sharp increase in private placements of debt by non-financial entities and net issuance of commercial papers (CPs). “The aggregate share of these two in total credit flow to commercial sector increased to 24.3% in 2016-17. Moreover, there is increasing intermediation of credit by mutual funds,” the report



said. The report noted that during 2016-17, while deposit growth of scheduled commercial banks picked up, credit growth remained sluggish, putting pressure on net interest income (NII), particularly of the public sector banks (PSBs). While profitability ratios of such banks showed a marginal increase, public sector banks continued to show a negative return on assets (RoA). On asset quality, latest data showed that while gross



GNPA ratio rises Gross non-performing advances (GNPAs) ratio of all banks rose from 9.2% in September 2016 to 9.6% in March 2017. The net nonperforming advances ratio of banks increased marginally from 5.4% in September 2016 to 5.5% in March 2017. During the same period, the stressed advances ratio declined from 12.3% to 12% due to a fall in restructured standard advances. “While there is a fall in the stressed advances ratio in agriculture, services and retail sectors, the stressed advances ratio in [the] industry sector, however, rose from 22.3% to 23%,” the report said. Going forward, RBI said growth was expected to pick up further on the back of implementation of GST, FDI reforms and fall in inflation.



ous spell of contraction in the previous five months reflecting green shoots in the construction sector.



Electricity output registered a robust growth of 6.4% in May compared with 5.4% in April.



and 6.5% in May respectively compared to the same month last year. Cement output grew 1.8% after witnessing a continu-



‘Growth to recover’ “ICRA expects cement demand growth to recover to around 4-5% during FY2018, driven by a pick-up in the housing and infrastructure segments, particularly, road and irrigation,” said Aditi Nayar, principal economist at ICRA. Electricity output registered a robust growth of 6.4% in May compared with 5.4% in April and 6.2% in May last year. The eight core industries constitute 40.27%



of the weight of items included in the Index of Industrial Production (IIP). “Available indicators present a mixed picture for industrial growth for May 2017, with the sequential decline in growth of non-oil exports posing a contrast to the pick-up in expansion of core industries and automobile production,” Mr. Nayar said. “... an unfavourable base effect and the commencement of inventory trimming prior to the onset of GST may result in a decline in the IIP growth in May 2017 relative to the robust 8% recorded in May 2016.”
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IN BRIEF



Orient Green to sell biomass operations to promoter irm Had earlier considered demerging the business into a separate, listed entity



Subrahmanyan to take charge at L&T today



k.t. jagannathan



NEW DELHI



Orient Green Power Company Ltd. (OGPL), an independent renewable energybased power generation firm, has decided to sell the bulk of its biomass operations to its promoter company, SVL Ltd., or its subsidiaries. This will see the Chennaibased OGPL holding mostly wind assets. It has wind assets to the tune of 425 MW, and biomass assets worth 96 MW. The move to sell biomass operations comes even as OGPL and IL&FS Wind Energy are in parleys to merge their wind assets to create a company with 1.2 gigawatts (GW) of operating assets. IL&FS Wind has an operating capacity of 775 MW. The biomass asset sale move also signals a change in strategy by OGPL. The firm had earlier toyed with the idea of demerging the biomass business into a separ-



S.N. Subrahmanyan will take charge as the CEO and MD of Larsen & Toubro from Saturday, marking the end of an almost two-decade-long tenure of A.M. Naik at the helm. The appointment was approved by the board in April and marks a major change in leadership at L&T, where Naik served for more than 52 years, including as head for 17 years, said a statement. Subrahmanyan is currently the deputy managing director and president of L&T. PTI



‘New GDP base year is tentatively 2017-18’ KOLKATA



The base year of the new GDP series has been ixed at 2017-18, Secretary to the Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation and chief statistician of India T.C.A. Anant said. “The current base year is 2011-12. It is necessary to review the base year every ive years or so. The new tentative base year has been pegged at 2017-18,” Mr. Anant said at an interaction organised by the Bharat Chamber of Commerce here on Friday. PTI



CHENNAI



ate listed entity and even approached the Madras High Court for its nod. “In view of the accumulated losses and the reduced size of the operations, it was felt that demerger of biomass operations into a listed entity with limited growth potential would not create optimum value for shareholders. In order to optimise and accelerate the unlocking [of



value] for shareholders, the board of the company has approved the sale of the biomass operations, at an independent valuation, to the promoter company,” according to an OGPL statement.



Kolhapur plant The sale transaction will not include the 20 MW co-generation plant at Kolhapur and the 10 MW biomass unit in



Targets No. 3 rank in global commercial vehicle segment MUMBAI



its 630 service outlets across the country.



Tata Motors Ltd. plans to give ‘maximum’ emphasis on after-sales service to win the trust of existing customers and attract new ones. This is part of the company’s strategy to leapfrog to the third slot in the passenger car market in India and find a place among the top three in the commercial vehicles segment globally by 2019. Through what it views as ‘relentless’ efforts on customer service, the company is now rated No. 2 in JD Power CSI (customer service index) after market leader Maruti which shares the top position with Honda. “Our progress for the last three years on customer service has been worth observing,” said Dinesh Bhasin, head-customer support, Tata Motors, in an interview. “Six years ago, we were number 7 in the CSI rating



More service points It plans to add 200 new service points this year. “We are aiming at increasing our touch points to 1,500 by 2019-20,” Mr. Bhasin said. He said with enhanced customer satisfaction and introduction of new products namely Tiago, Hexa and Tigor, Tata Motors had reported 16% growth in passenger car sales in 2016-17 over last year against industry growth of 7-8%. “There is a direct correlation between the service results and sales number. For example, in South, we are No.1 in after-sales in Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala. Even our market share amongst our own numbers is better than other states especially in Andhra where our market share is higher than the national average,” Mr. Bhasin said.



Lalatendu Mishra



Burgeoning count: Tata Motors plans to add 200 new service points this year.



and the gap with Maruti was 100 points. Now, we have reduced the gap to 13 points and are at No. 2 position, jointly shared with Hyundai,” he said. “The improvement has been drastic, especially in the last two years. “We are aspiring to go further this year. This has happened with strategic moves, involvement of the dealership and customers,” he said. The company now provides after-sales service to 8,000 vehicles per day at



Darjeeling tea export ‘Optimising thermal power at orders see cancellation regional level can cut costs’



Will return to normal soon: Saint-Gobain



Staring at record loss, says industry



Cyberattack afected irm’s IT globally



RBI to declare on-tap seekers’ list quarterly



Special Correspondent



MUMBAI



With no signs of the agitation for separate Gorkhaland letting up, the Darjeeling tea industry is witnessing cancellation of export orders and fears that bonus payments may become a problem even if normalcy is restored after some days. In a media interaction, the industry said it was now staring at an unprecedented loss. “The industry has been down for nearly two years now and this will deal a



The RBI will publish the names of those interested in starting universal banks on a quarterly basis and said non-bank lender UAE Exchange has made a bid. “Going forward, the Reserve Bank shall publish the names of the applicants on a quarterly basis,” it said in a statement. UAE Exchange is registered as an AD II category NBFC and has been operating from 1999. PTI



Drag efect: The biomass unit has diluted the improvements made by the wind business, the company said.



Rajasthan, since OGPL has already agreed to sell them post the de-merger application to the High Court. The biomass operations registered a revenue of ₹78 crore, falling 24% year-onyear due to a shut-down of some of the plants. The unit registered a loss before tax of ₹81 crore in 2016-17 and the unit has about ₹193 crore of outstanding debt. A combination of factors, including lack of support from the government, had enmeshed the biomass operations in cash-flow issues, said T. Shivaraman, vicechairman. “The biomass operations have been a drag on the overall performance, and have diluted the substantial improvements achieved by the wind business,” according to the statement. It has contributed to more than 50% of the losses and the sale will cut outstanding debt by about ₹250 crore.



Tata Motors eyes top slot via better customer service



KOLKATA



crippling blow,” said A.N. Singh, former chairman, Indian Tea Association and MD, Goodricke. About six million kg of Darjeeling tea, comprising about 75% of its output, is exported.



Bonus payment Binod Mohan, chairman, Darjeeling Tea Association, said that bonus payment, due in September, will now become a problem in view of reduced cash flow. Last year’s payment had amounted to about ₹70 crore.



Annual operating costs can be reduced by ₹6,300 cr: report Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Optimising thermal power supply and demand at the regional level could reduce the annual operating costs of thermal power plants by 2.8% or ₹6,300 crore, according to a report. Greater coordination between states could help reduce the number of coal plants at part load, which would provide greater flexibility to lower the output when renewable energy generation is high, said the re-



port, titled “Greening the Grid.” “Scheduling and dispatch that is optimised at the regional, rather than state level, can support more efficient operations of thermal plants and reduce annual operating costs by 2.8%, or ₹6,300 crore,” the report said. “In addition to improving access to least-cost generation, coordination between states helps reduce the number of coal plants at part load, providing greater operational range to the re-



maining committed coal plants to lower generation output when RE generation is high,” the report added. “National coordination provides even further cost savings [3.5% savings].” The government’s target of 175 GW of renewable energy by 2022 envisages 100 GW solar and 60 GW wind energy. Flipping this to give precedence to wind could increase the penetration of renewable energy and further reduce carbon dioxide emission, the report said.



Special Correspondent CHENNAI



The Indian arm of French firm Saint-Gobain is working to get back to ‘near-normal’ soon, following the impact of the recent ransomware attack that affected corporates worldwide, according to a top official. The attack had impacted the company’s systems globally. “We did not halt our production or distribution,” said B. Santhanam, president and MD, flat glass — South Asia, Egypt and



Malaysia, Saint-Gobain. “We have a strong disaster management system in place. We are working on an isolated mode now to service our customer needs. We will be back to near normal soon,” he said.” The firm, he added, was bracing for the new tax regime in India. “We will start our first invoicing by midnight today,” he said. The company stopped invoicing for 12 hours from Friday noon to make a seamless transition to GST.
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IN BRIEF



Dhoni and Jadhav stir India into action in third ODI



Signiicant meetings today



The two add 81 in quick time to propel the visitors to 251 on a diicult batting surface



CoA to sit with BCCI CEO; panel to discuss Lodha reforms in New Delhi



AGENCIES NORTH SOUND (ANTIGUA)



Fantastic Rabada excites Barry Richards LONDON



South Africa great Barry Richards believes Kagiso Rabada has “lessened the pain” of Dale Steyn's absence ahead of the Test series in England. “He has been absolutely fantastic. He bowls at a good pace, nice, easy action. If conditions are right, he’ll swing it way which is a real asset for a fast bowler,” said Richards. “From a South African point of view, he’s lessened the pain of Dale Steyn not being in the setup”. AFP



Venus Williams allegedly ‘at fault’ in fatal car crash MIAMI



Tennis star Venus Williams was “at fault” in a Florida traffic accident that resulted in the death of a 78-year-old man, police said in a report. Williams slowed in the middle of an intersection when her vehicle was hit by a car driven by the man’s 68-year-old wife on June 9. The driver’s husband suffered a head injury and died two weeks later at the hospital. No charges have been filed, although Palm Beach Gardens police said the crash is under investigation. PTI



An unbeaten half-century from M.S. Dhoni and a late flurry by Kedar Jadhav helped India make 251 for



four in the third ODI against the West Indies at the Sir Vivian Richards Stadium on Friday. Dhoni (78 not out, 79b, 4x4, 2x6) and Jadhav (40 not out, 26b, 4x4, 1x6) put on 81 in 7.4 overs to give the innings a finishing kick. Put in to bat, India found the going tough. The wicket offered spongy bounce early on and its slowness made batting difficult. The heavy rain last night made the outfield slow. The conditions led to India feeling the heat for the first time in the series with the in-form Shikhar Dhawan (2) and skipper Virat Kohli (11) back in the hut by the 10th over, leaving the visitors at 34 for two.



Dhawan was caught while trying to guide a short ball off Miguel Cummins over the third-man boundary while Kohli was out to a brilliant catch by debutant Kyle Hope at gully, poking at a Holder delivery that rose sharply off the pitch. Although Ajinkya Rahane made 72 (112b, 4x4, 1x6), the batsmen struggled to force the pace. He and Yuvraj Singh joined hands to get India out of a tricky situation. The two added 66 for the third wicket before Yuvraj was trapped in front by legspinner Devendra Bishoo for 39. Rahane then forged a 70run partnership with Dhoni before he fell to Cummins who finished with figures of two for 56.



G. Viswanath Mumbai



The Committee of Administrators (CoA) will meet BCCI CEO Rahul Johri here on Saturday, while the special committee set up to examine the Lodha panel’s recommendations convenes in New Delhi. Both meetings assume significance in the light of the developments at the BCCI’s Special General Meeting on June 26, where there was no resolution on the implementation of the recommendations. The CoA has been kept abreast of what happened at the SGM;



‘Presentation doesn’t make a coach good’



SCOREBOARD India: Ajinkya Rahane c Bishoo b Cummins 72 (112b, 4x4, 1x6), Shikhar Dhawan c Chase b Cummins 2 (6b), Virat Kohli c Kyle Hope b Holder 11 (22b, 2x4), Yuvraj Singh lbw b Bishoo 39 (55b, 4x4), M.S. Dhoni (not out) 78 (79b, 4x4, 2x6), Kedar Jadhav (not out) 40 (26b, 4x4, 1x6); Extras (lb-1, w-8): 9; Total (for four wkts. in 50 overs): 251. Fall of wickets: 1-11 (Dhawan, 2.4 overs), 2-34 (Kohli, 9.3), 3100 (Yuvraj, 26.2), 4-170 (Rahane, 42.2). West Indies bowling: Cummins 10-0-56-2, Holder 10-1-53-1, Williams 10-0-69-0, Nurse 100-34-0, Bishoo 10-0-38-1. Toss: West Indies.



it heard the near three-hour audio, and has consulted with legal experts to prepare a fourth status report for the Supreme Court, which will resume hearing the BCCI versus Cricket Association of Bihar case on July 14. The Apex Court has not responded to the CoA’s three previous status reports. Sourav Ganguly, part of the special committee, is not likely to be present at the New Delhi meeting. The former India captain, scheduled to attend an MCC meeting in London on July 3, may participate through Skype.



Man-management skills, among other factors, needed: Ganguly Press Trust of India Kolkata



Fighting knock: M.S. Dhoni made an unbeaten 78 of 79 balls to stabilise India on a two-paced pitch. AP *



Sourav Ganguly on Friday used the oft-repeated quote ‘cricket is a captain’s game’ before saying “man-management and situation-understanding skills” make good coaches, apart from skills. Speaking in the wake of the Kohli-Kumble episode, former skipper Ganguly said, “I think cricket is a captain’s game. Coach should be someone who can help and get the team going.” Now a member of the



Cricket Advisory Committee, Ganguly, who had an infamous spat with former coach Greg Chappell, added, “An impressive presentation does not make you a good coach. Various factors are needed to make a good coach — like manmanagement skill, situationunderstanding skill. “Maybe someone will be better skill-wise but will lack at man-management. You just have to move on.” He said the Kohli-Kumble story was past and should be left behind.



‘Karun and Abhinav not ruled out of Sri Lanka tour’



Federer ready for historic Wimbledon bid



M.S.K. says Vijay and Rahul will have to prove their itness



Agence France-Presse



S. Dinakar Chennai



Despite their inclusion in the South Africa-bound India-A squad, National selection panel chief M.S.K. Prasad believed Karun Nair and Abhinav Mukund still had a chance of being picked in the team for the forthcoming Test series in Sri Lanka. The dates of the two tours clash with the India-Sri Lanka Test series getting underway on July 26. Speaking to The Hindu on Friday, Prasad said, “Karun and Abhinav were chosen in the India-A sides keeping in mind the needs of that team.” He added, “But they are by no means ruled out of the Indian team’s tour of Sri Lanka. We will be picking the squad only on July 11 and in case any of them is picked, he will be replaced in the India-A team. It’s simple.” Talking about the progress of openers Murali Vijay and K.L. Rahul, recovering from wrist and shoulder surgeries, Prasad said, “We will await the report of Indian team physio Patrick Farhart on them. We will also coordinate with Andrew Leipus at the National Cricket Academy.”



M.S.K. Prasad.



*



FILE PHOTO: PTI



Prasad said the two openers will have to prove their fitness in the local matches. “I believe the TNCA league is starting soon and Vijay will get an opportunity. There are games for Rahul too.” Vijay will be travelling to the NCA in Bengaluru on Monday to get his recovery assessed and receive the goahead to start playing again. On whether Vijay and Rahul will get an additional 10 days beyond July 11 — when the team will be selected — to become fully fit, Prasad said, “We will take a call during the selection meeting.”



Vexing question Prasad also shared his thoughts on the vexing question of M.S. Dhoni and Yuvraj Singh — both are not getting any younger — continuing in the ODI team in light of the 2019 World Cup.



The selection panel chief said, “Every player has a right to play as long as he is fit, has the hunger, and is performing. “But it is up to the selectors to decide what is good for the team in the long run.” Though India was pounded by Pakistan in the Champions Trophy final, Prasad saw the positives from the tournament. He said, “Rahul was injured and missed out, Rohit Sharma was playing his first international match after a long time, Ashwin was coming back after missing the IPL, Kohli did not figure in some of the IPL because of fitness issues, Dhawan was battling form concerns and Shami too was coming back from injury. “Under the circumstances, India did very well reaching the final,” he emphasised. Prasad noted, “Small things made a big difference in the final, [like] the no-ball and the missed run-out chances. The players were devastated and in a state of shock after the final.” A few performances pleased the selector. “Look at the way Hardik Pandya blasted the bowling in the final.



Zimbabwe stuns Sri Lanka Solomon Mire scripts record chase Agence France-Presse Galle



Solomon Mire smashed his maiden One-Day International century on Friday to take Zimbabwe to a historic six-wicket win over Sri Lanka and pile pressure on the beleaguered Asian nation. Mire hit 112 off 96 balls as Zimbabwe reached 322 for four to pass Sri Lanka’s 316 for five with more than two overs to spare. It was the first time in more than 200 ODIs in Sri Lanka that a visiting team has scored more than a 300run target to clinch a victory. Sri Lanka has been criticised in recent days by the country’s Sports Minister for being overweight and unfit. Captain Angelo Mathews CM YK



also laid into his players after the defeat. “Having 315 on the board, I thought it was enough,” he said. “Our bowling was poor and our fielding was pathetic. It was a good batting effort by them.” Mire, known for his quickfire hitting, was twice dropped as Sri Lanka virtually gave the game away. Sikandar Raza hit an unbeaten 67 and Sean Williams 65 as Zimbabwe stunned the home side in the first ODI to be held in Galle for 17 years. Zimbabwe captain Graeme Cremer said the win was a huge confidencebooster. Brief scores: Sri Lanka 316 for five wkts. in 50 overs (M. Gunathilaka 60, B. Mendis 86, W. Tharanga 79 n.o., A. Math-



Sparkling: Mire.



*



AFP



ews 43) lost to Zimbabwe 322 for four wkts. in 47.4 overs (S. Mire 112, S. Williams 65, S. Raza 67 n.o., M. Waller 40 n.o.).



The Swiss master is wary of the threat from Djokovic, Murray and Nadal London



Roger Federer believes his decision to skip the clay court season will pay rich dividends when he gets to crunch time in his bid for a record eighth Wimbledon title. Although Federer lost in the first round of his return to action in Stuttgart, he quickly shook off the rust, winning the grass-court tournament in Halle for the ninth time, and he is confident the healthy state of his mind and body will be crucial in the latter stages at Wimbledon.



“The idea is to be mentally fresh still and eager to play, hopefully when the second week rolls around,” Federer told reporters at a Laver Cup launch in Wimbledon on Thursday. Europe and the Rest of the World will figure in the Laver Cup. With Federer’s game motoring along nicely, the 18time Grand Slam champion is favoured by the bookmakers to win Wimbledon for the first time since 2012. That would move the Swiss star past Pete Sampras and William Renshaw into



Murray could run into Nadal in last four Former champions Federer and Djokovic in the same half Reuters LONDON



Andy Murray will begin the defence of his Wimbledon title against a qualifier after the draw was made for the third Grand Slam of the year at the All England Club on Friday. The Scot, bidding to win Wimbledon for a third time, was drawn in the same half as two-time champion Rafael Nadal, with three-times winner Novak Djokovic and seven-time champion Roger Federer placed in the bottom half. Women’s World No.1 Angelique Kerber also opens up against a qualifier and is seeded to face Karolina Pliskova in the semifinals. Murray, whose preparations have been hampered by a sore hip, will open the men’s event on Monday. The World No.1 could play flamboyant German Dustin Brown in the second round, with Australian Nick Kyrgios a potential fourthround opponent. Should the seedings go to plan, the top seed will play Stan Wawrinka in the quarterfinals before taking on Nadal, the champion in 2008 and 2010. Federer will begin his quest for an Open Era men’s record eighth title with a match against No. 84 Alexandr Dolgopolov of Ukraine. The Swiss, who won the warm-up event in



Halle, is seeded to face 27th seed Mischa Zverev of Germany in the third round, with Bulgaria’s Grigor Dimitrov (13) likely to be waiting in the last 16. Milos Raonic, who beat him in the semifinals last year, is Federer’s scheduled opponent in the quarterfinals, before a likely last four match against Djokovic. French Open champion Nadal, who has not gone past the fourth round at Wimbledon since 2011, plays Australia’s John Millman in round one and is seeded to face former U.S. Open champion Marin Cilic in the fourth round. Djokovic plays Martin Klizan of Slovakia in his firstround match and could face Argentina’s Juan Martin del Potro, the former US Open winner and 29th seed, in the third round. With the defending champion Serena Williams taking time out to give birth to her first child, last year’s runner-up Kerber will open her campaign on Tuesday.



sole possession of first place in the list of male Wimbledon champions. Federer’s charge towards another historic milestone could be helped by Andy Murray’s hip injury, which has sparked fears about the world number one’s readiness to defend the title. Novak Djokovic, threetime Wimbledon winner, is facing a crisis of confidence after the worst run of his career, while French Open champion Rafael Nadal hasn’t been past the fourth round at the All England Club since 2011.



Elite ield: John McEnroe, Rod Laver and Roger Federer pose with the Laver Cup at Cannizaro House on Friday. CLIVE *
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Djokovic and Monils enter inal Bopanna & Sa to play the Bryan brothers for the title Agencies Eastbourne



Novak Djokovic defeated Daniil Medvedev 6-4, 6-4 to storm into the final of ATP & WTA Eastbourne International on Friday while Gael Monfils pipped Richard Gasquet 6-2, 6-7(7), 7-6(4). Rohan Bopanna and Andre Sa beat Robin Haase and Dominic Inglot 7-6(4), 3-6, [11-9] in the doubles semifinals, and will meet Bob Bryan and Mike Bryan in the final. Caroline Wozniacki extinguished British hopes in the women’s draw, knocking out



Heather Watson to reach the final after a back injury forced Johanna Konta to withdraw. Konta, who suffered a nasty fall in Thursday’s win over World No. 1 Angelique Kerber, pulled out of her semifinal against Karolina Pliskova before Wozniacki accounted for Watson 6-2, 3-6, 7-5 at Devonshire Park.



Rohan Bopanna bt Robin Haase & Dominic Inglot 7-6(4), 3-6, [11-9]; Quarterfinal: Sa & Bopanna bt Marcin Matkowski & Max Mirnyi 6-2, 6-7(2), [10-3]; Second round: Sa & Bopanna bt Thomas Fabbiano & Luke Saville 6-3, 6-4.



The results: Eastbourne International: Men: Semifinals: Gael Monfils bt Richard Gasquet 6-2, 6-7(7), 7-6(4); Novak Djokovic bt Daniil Medvedev 6-4, 6-4. Doubles: Semifinal: Andre Sa &



Antalya Open: Semifinals: Yuichi Sugita bt Marcos Baghdatis 6-3, 6-7(7), 4-1 [retired]; Adrian Mannarino bt Andreas Seppi 6-4, 6-4. Quarterfinal: Mannarino bt Fernando Verdasco 2-6, 7-5, 6-2.



Women: Semifinals: Karolina Pliskova w/o Johanna Konta; Caroline Wozniacki bt Heather Watson 6-2, 3-6, 7-5.
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New thrust



A boost to infrastructure: Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who inaugurated Transstadia, a sports complex, in Ahmedabad on Friday, seen with prominent sportspersons. AP *
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Rahul Dravid agrees to stay on



IN BRIEF



The former India captain will continue to be the coach of the U-19 and ‘A’ teams G. Viswanath Mumbai



Former India captain, Rahul Dravid, who has played a part in shaping the careers of India’s junior teams from 2015 to 2017, has given his consent to continue as the coach of India under-19 and India ‘A’ team for two more years (2017-2019). He was first appointed the coach for the two teams in 2015. With the Committee of Administrators (CoA) insisting on a 12-month or 24month contract in order to avoid any trace of conflict of interests issue between coaching and mentoring national junior teams and franchise-owned IPL teams, Dravid will be available to the junior teams on a permanent basis for 24 months. The BCCI is also likely to ask him to plan development programmes. The agreement between the BCCI and Dravid will mean that the former India captain will not be associated with the 11th and 12th seasons of the IPL. The BCCI confirmed Dravid’s appointment as coach for a two-year period on Friday, after a conference call between him, BCCI act-



Ron Dennis to sever links with McLaren LONDON



Ron Dennis, chairman of McLaren's Formula One team and separate sports carmaker, will step down from his role at the brand and sell his shares, ending a 37-year relationship which soured in recent months. McLaren, valued at £2.4 billion, has not won a GP since 2012 and is last in the 10-team championship this year after embarking on a troubled partnership with their former engine supplier Honda. REUTERS



Aditi Ashok starts well with a 69 CHICAGO



India’s Aditi Ashok carded in two-under-par 69 to lie joint 11th in the storm-affected opening round of the Women’s PGA Championship the Olympia Fields Country Club on Thursday. South Korea’s Chella Choi with a 66 was in the van, a stroke ahead of American Brittany Altomare, even as 30 of the 156 starters couldn’t complete the round. AGENCIES



ing secretary Amitabh Choudhary, GM Game Development Ratnakar Shetty and CEO Rahul Johri. Dravid had a meeting with the BCCI officials here last Sunday. Dravid’s contract was quite different from the one offered to the India coach Anil Kumble, who was compelled to quit. Dravid’s previous contract had an extension clause and the CAC did not waste time to appreciate the good work done by him and gave the green signal to extend his contract. This was done when the ICC Champions Trophy was in progress. A BCCI release said: “The former India captain (Dravid) was first appointed the coach for the two teams in 2015 and under his leadership the youngsters have achieved outstanding results, at home and away. “In his first assignment as coach, the ‘A’ side won the triangular series in Australia which also had South Africa as the third team. He repeated that success with the Under-19 team as well, guiding them to the final of the World Cup in 2016.”



NEW DELHI



It will also play two fourday games against South Africa ‘A’ team. The BCCI acting president C.K. Khanna said, “Over the last two years, Rahul Dravid has been instrumental in getting young talent into the mix who have proved their worth on the big stage.”



‘Wish him the best’ Special Correspondent New Delhi



In charge: Rahul Dravid has extended his contract for a twoyear term. FILE PHOTO: K. BHAGYA PRAKASH *



GENERAL



Maharashtra is champ



Bagan Ratna award for Subrata Bhattacharya Special Correspondent KOLKATA



Sports Bureau Kunshan, China



Making a splash: Vedika Amin, who won four medals was adjudged the best swimmer, in the under-12 category.



The results: $25,000 Futures, Kunshan: Quarterfinals: Prajnesh Gunneswaran bt Karunuday Singh 6-1, 6-1. $15,000 Futures, Colombo: Second round: Sumit Nagal bt Mohit Mayur 6-1, 6-7(5), 6-1; Sidharth Rawat bt V.M. Ranjeet 1-6, 6-1, 6-2; Nicholas Bybel (USA) bt Manish Sureshkumar 4-6, 6-4, 6-2; Alessandro Petrone (Ita) bt Niki Poonacha 7-5, 4-6, 7-6 (5). Doubles quarterfinals: Philip Bachmaier & Peter Goldsteiner (Aut) bt Vignesh & Suraj Prabodh 6-4, 6-4. $15,000 ITF women, Sharm El Sheikh: Second round: Y. Pranjala bt Francesca Sella (Ita) 6-2, 6-0; Kanika Vaidya bt Elba Kasum (Aut) 3-6, 6-4, 7-6(8). Doubles quarterfinals: Ekaterina Yashina (Rus) & Kanika Vaidya w/o Diana Shevchenko & Elina Vikhryanova (Rus); Ola Abou Zekry (Egy) & Natascha Kennis (Ned) bt Linda Prenkovic (Ger) & Tanisha Rohira 6-4, 4-6, 10-4; Glada Clerici & Francesca Sella (Ita) bt Sri Vaishnavi Peddi Reddy & Pranjala 6-3, 3-6, [10-6]. $15,000 ITF women, Tel Aviv: Final: Estelle Cascino (Fra) & Kyra Shroff bt Linnea Malmqvist (Swe) & Alexandra Walters (Aus) 6-2, 6-4.



Niharika Raina



AQUATICS



Prajnesh in semiinals Prajnesh Gunneswaran outplayed Karunuday Singh 6-1, 6-1 in the quarterfinals of the $25,000 Futures tournament here on Friday.



FIFA U-17 World Cup could be the catalyst for Indian football, says Weeks



Dravid’s immediate job will be with the India u-19 team that will tour England to play ODIs and four-day matches and thereafter in South Africa for a triangular tournament featuring the ‘A’ teams of India, South Africa and Australia.



The Delhi Daredevils in a statement said, “It was an honour and privilege to have Rahul Dravid as mentor over the last two years. .We are sad that he will not continue. We wish him all the best.”



SpORTS BUREAU PUNE



Record-breaking performance of Utkarsh Gor, Sanjiti Saha and Vedika Amin sealed Maharashtra’s top position in the medals tally on the final day of 34th Subjunior National Aquatic Championship, which concluded at the Shree Shiv Chhatrapati Sports Complex on Friday. While Maharashtra continued its dominance in the meet, the Assam swimmers — led by Jahnabi Kashyap and Anubhav Parashar — stole the limelight on the last day to take the team honours in the under-12 boys’ category. The results: Boys: U-12: 100m backstroke: Sahil Lashkar (WB, 1:05.93), Devansh Parmar (Guj), R. Akshay Sheth (Kar). 50m butterfly: Shaun Ganguly (Goa, 28.61), Anubhav Parashar (Asm), Dishant Buragohain (Asm). 100m freestyle: Anubhav Parashar (Asm, 1:01.14), Dishant Buragohain (Asm), Utkarsh Patil (Kar). U-10: 200m medley: Utkarsh Gor (Mah, 2:42.91), Ranbir Singh (Del), S. Athouba Meitei (Man). 50m breakstroke: Khy-



atiman Kashyap (Asm), Basit Ahmed (Asm), Ranbir Singh (Del). Girls: U-12: 100m backstroke: Neena Venkatesh (Kar, 1:10.87), Palak Dhami (Mah), Aarya Thakkar (Guj). 50m butterfly: Sanjiti Saha (Mah, 30.17), Palak Dhami (Mah), Latisha Mandana (Kar). 100m freestyle: Vedika Amin (Mah, 1:02.77), Shakti Balakrishnan (TN), Bhavya Sachdeva (Del). U-10: 200m medley: Jahnabi Kashyap (Asm, 2:46.95), Ridhima Kumar (Kar), Ambar Singh (Del). 50m breakstroke: Jahnabi Kashyap (Asm, 43.11), Pritha Debnath (WB), Sanjana Pala (Mah). Best swimmer: Boys: U-12: Shaun Ganguly (Goa, 4 gold medals), U-10: Utkarsh Gor (Mah, 5 gold medals); Girls: U-12: Vedika Amin (Mah, 4 gold medals), Jahnabi U-10: Kashyap (4 gold, 2 silver). Team championship: Swimming: Boys: U-12: Assam (66 points), U-10: Maharashtra (67); Girls: U-12: Maharashtra (133), U-10: Karnataka (85). Diving: Boys: U-18: SSCB (30), U-15: SSCB (35). U-13: SSCB (25). Girls: U-18: Gujarat (17), U-15: Maharashtra (27), U-13: Maharashtra (25).



Former India defender Subrata Bhattacharya will get this year’s Mohun Bagan Ratna award. The club chose Bhattacharya for the honour at a meeting here on Friday. A well-known defender Bhattachrya, 64, played for Bagan from 1974 to 1990. Apart from bolstering the Green and Maroon back line, Bhattacharya scored 41 goals in 189 appearances. Under his captaincy, Bagan became the first club



Paddlers assured of a medal Sports Bureau Asan (South Korea)



The boys’ team, comprising Manav Thakkar, Jeet Chandra and Manush Shah, ensured at least a bronze medal for India in the 23rd Asian junior and cadet table tennis championships here on Friday with a 3-1 win over Iran in the quarterfinals. The results (quarterfinals): India bt Iran 3-1 (Manav Thakkar bt Amirreza Abbasi 11-9, 5-11, 11-7, 11-7; Jeet Chandra lost to Amin Ahmadian 11-5, 15-13, 6-11, 9-11, 1012; Manush Shah bt Alin Rahnamayhaghighi 11-3, 11-9, 12-10; Manav bt Ahmadian 11-7, 11-3, 9-11. 11-9).



‘Premiership games possible in India’



to win the triple crown — the Durand Cup, the Rovers Cup and the IFA Shield — in 1977. A Bagan loyalist throughout his playing days, Bhattacharya also led the Mariners against the Cosmos team, which consisted of many star players including the legendary Pele in 1977. The match had ended in a 2-2 draw. He donned the India colours in 41 matches from 1976 to 1988 and scored three goals. Bhattacharya, who got the Arjuna award in 1989, also



managed Bagan and helped the club win the National Football League twice in 1999-2000 and 2001-02. Bhattacharya coached other national league sides such as East Bengal and United Sports Club. At present he is coaching citybased Bhawanipore FC. Meanwhile, club sources said that the resignation of its president Swapan Sadhan Bose had not been accepted yet and Bagan secretary Anjan Mitra had been entrusted with the task of speaking to Bose in this regard.



Jeremy Weeks, the Head Coach of Premier Skills Education Programme, a joint venture in collaboration with British Council and Sports Authority of India, is impressed with the passion for football in India. He spoke with The Hindu about the venture, football in India and his experience. Excerpts: Experience with Premier Skills: Premier Skills was started in 2007. I joined it two years later and have been with them since. It has travelled to 28 countries. Here, in India, AIFF, ISL, SAI are in collaboration with us. We have had a significant impact during whatever time we have been in India. Apart from community and grassroot work, some fun, activity, team tactics, ability, gender, disability also comes along with it. Overall, a great experience on being part of it. What impressed him the most: Passion for the game. Also, passion for the trainees to continue learning the game and its coaching methods. The thing I have seen is they want to become better and better, are enthusiastic about premier league and its coaches. We are sharing our experience with them



FIFA u-17 could < > The be the catalyst for Indian football Jeremy Weeks



so that they understand more about it. On FIFA U-17 World Cup in India: Firstly, it’s great that England qualified for the tournament. I hope that everybody sees the passion India has for football. This could be the catalyst for Indian football. If the event is successful, then people will say that India can host huge events afterwards. Not too far that Premier League matches will take place in India. Response of trainees in Delhi: This venture works for two reasons —developing as a coach and building a coach community. Reason we train coaches is that coaches are the base creators of the game. Currently, two coaches from Manchester City are in Delhi to share their experience. The response of trainees has been fantastic. The enthusiasm shown by them has been amazing and brilliant. The advantage with this course is that it is equivalent to the coaching course of AIFF. By 2019, our mission is to produce 50 master trainees.



Double for Shweta CHANDIGARH



was bagged by Ranjet Singh and Saurav Sukul.



Shweta Rana won two titles in the ₹100,000 AITA ranking tennis tournament at the CLTA Complex on Friday. In the singles, Shweta Rana subdued the young Snehal Mane 6-3, 7-5. The men’s title was won by Hardeep Singh Sandhu as he outplayed Parth Aggarwal for the loss of three games. The doubles title



The results (finals): Men: Hardeep Singh Sandhu bt Parth Aggarwal 6-1, 6-2. Doubles: Ranjeet Singh & Saurav Sukul bt Gunjan Jadhav & Atharva Sharma 6-2, 6-3. Women: Shweta Rana bt Snehal Mane 6-3, 7-5. Doubles: Shweta Rana & Yubarani Banerjee bt Nidhi Surapaneni & Snehal Mane 6-1, 7-6(4).



Special Correspondent



Torsoro for Juvenile Sprinters Million BENGALURU: Torsoro, who is in fine nick, may score an encore in the Juvenile Sprinters Million (1,200m), the feature event of the races to be held here on Saturday ( July 1). False rails (width about 7m from 1,600m to the winning post) will be in position.



1



IFLOOKSCOULDKILL PLATE (1,600m), rated 00 to 20, 2-30 p.m.: 1 After Hours (8) Srinath 60, 2. Wonder Woman (4) Sunil Samson 60, 3. Kings Kid (2) T.S. Jodha 59.5, 4. Extremelydangerous (6) Suraj Narredu 57.5, 5. Thalassa (7) P. Trevor 56.5, 6. Simple Sum (3) Rayan Ahmed 56, 7. Reverberating (5) Shobhan 54.5, 8. Magnificent Mary (5) P.P. Dhebe 53 and 9. Miss Wonder (—) (—) 51. 1. AFTER HOURS, 2. EXTREMELYDANGEROUS, 3. THALASSA



ICH DIEN PLATE (1,800m), rated 15 to 35, 3-00: 1. Flirting Eyes (8) Akshay Kumar 60, 2. Turf Tactics (3) A. Merchant 59.5, 3. Fiorenzo (5) Anjar Alam 57.5, 4. Dancing Princess (4) P.S. Chouhan 56.5, 5. Intrepid Warrior (6) Antony Raj 56.5, 6. Midnight Sky (2) Vishal N Bunde 56.5, 7.



2



Queen’s Command (1) A. Bandal 55 and 8. Track Striker (7) Bhawani Singh 52. 1. FLIRTING EYES, 2. DANCING PRINCESS, 3. MIDNIGHT SKY



3



R.S. NAGENDRA KUMAR MEMORIAL TROPHY (1,200m), rated 30 to 50, 4-y-o & over, 3-30: 1. Havelock Princess (11) Rayan Ahmed 60, 2. Areca Cruise (12) P. Trevor 57, 3. Stellar Ambition (5) Md. Asif Khan 56.5, 4. Justice Angel (13) A. Imran Khan 56, 5. Interesting (7) Suraj Narredu 55.5, 6. Iron Man (2) A. Ramu 55.5, 7. Soviet Union (6) Kiran Rai 55.5, 8. Birchwood (4) B. Nayak 55, 9. Saga (1) S. John 55, 10. A Hearttoremember (14) Vishal N Bunde 54.5, 11. Grecian Light (10) Nazerul Alam 54, 12. Queenofgoodtimes (3) S.A. Amit 54, 13. Leon (8) R. Pradeep 53.5 and 14. Perfect Legacy (9) Ramesh Kumar 53. 1. INTERESTING, 2. ARECA CRUISE, 3. SAGA



4



JUVENILE SPRINTERS MILLION (1,200m), 3-y-o, (Terms), 4-00: 1. Anacapri (6) Suraj Narredu 57, 2. Kvasir (2) A. Ramu 53.5, 3. Majestical (1) Akshay Ku-



mar 53.5, 4. Torsoro (7) Neeraj 53.5, 5. La Romance (3) Dhanu Singh 52, 6. Occitan (4) P.S. Chouhan 52 and 7. Streak Ahead (5) P. Trevor 52. 1. TORSORO, 2. ANACAPRI, 3. OCCITAN



Chinoy 55.5, 12. Attractive Bay (10) K. Raghu 54.5, 13. Find (9) S. John 54.5 and 14. Divino (12) Khurshad Alam 52.5.



5



RED DIVINE PLATE (1,200m), maiden 3-y-o only, (Terms), 530: 1. Chesterfield (9) S. Sreekant 56, 2. Dunamis (14) S. John 56, 3. Exclusive Striker (12) Akshay 56, 4. Arya Stark (6) Kuldeep Singh 54.5, 5. Ashwa Bahula (13) Dhanu Singh 54.5, 6. Classical Dancer (10) P. Trevor 54.5, 7. Indian Rocket (4) A. Merchant 54.5, 8. Miming (11) S.K. Paswan 54.5, 9. Pink Smile (1) Afsar Khan 54.5, 10. Princess Pride (7) B. Harish 54.5, 11. Princess Rumela (8) Ranjeet Singh 54.5, 12. Rosebrook (2) Bhawani Singh 54.5, 13. Sedulous (3) Jagadeesh 54.5 and 14. Suzette (5) P.S. Chouhan 54.5.



CHAITANYA CHAKRAM TROPHY (1,600m), rated 60 & above, 4-30: 1. Let The Lion Roar (4) Suraj Narredu 61, 2. Pallas (3) S. John 60, 3. Royal Sceptre (2) A. Sandesh 59, 4. Salazaar (1) P. Trevor 57, 5. Pearl Reward (5) R. Manish 56, 6. Spirit And Truth (6) Jagadeesh 53.5 and 7. Magistero (7) Akshay Kumar 53. 1. SALAZAAR, 2. ROYAL SCEPTRE, 3. LET THE LION ROAR BHISHMA PLATE (1,400m), rated 15 to 35, 4-y-o & over, 500: 1. Firing Line (7) S.A. Amit 60, 2. Modification (13) A. Bandal 59, 3. Love Is Life (3) Md. Asif Khan 58.5, 4. Lunar Storm (14) Darshan 58, 5. Fotogenic (5) A. Ramu 57.5, 6. Internal Affair (1) Kiran Rai 57.5, 7. Regency Girl (6) Suraj Narredu 57.5, 8. Galino (11) Dhanu Singh 56.5, 9. High Admiral (4) Ashhad Asbar 56.5, 10. Golden Success (8) Jagadeesh 56, 11. Chloe (2) J.



6



1. HIGH ADMIRAL, 2. REGENCY GIRL, 3. GOLDEN SUCCESS



7



1. ASHWA BAHULA, 2. SUZETTE, 3. CLASSICAL DANCER Day’s best: SALAZAAR Double: INTERESTING — TORSORO Jkt: 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7; Tr (i): 2, 3 and 4; (ii): 5, 6 and 7.
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THE HINDU CROSSWORD 12048 1
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3



4



5



6



7



8



11



12



15 All the drug leaving island is from trading port (8)



13



14



15



18 Vehicles parked back to front at a game (8)



16 17



18



19



20



20 Attention to work, is not a doctrine (5) 23 Free, liberating — discard the bra, you can burn it (7)



24



26



25



25 Shadow cuts through with ease (7)



27



28



29



■ ACROSS 1 Half the country's on credit, mostly those in the countryside (6) 4 Gets nice daughter-in-law by chance (8) 10 Friendly, over time became indigenous (9) 11 Hound loses blackbird (5) 12 Harangue with Dogberry (7) 13 Man's superb, girls go and beg



CM YK



FAITH



SUDOKU



Sita’s compassion



5 One may be invited for a drink at the inn (6,2,3,3) 6 Thing about the aspiring writer's that, he is clumsy (5) 7 Artist breaks leg, recovers 50% (2,5) 8 Tally — not everyone entered score (6)



21



22 23



him (7) 14 Do follow the essence of what's written, to be precise (5)



9 10



(set by Arden)



9 Characters enter, telling me they're from another planet (6,5,3)



26 Material girl adopts small boy (5)



16 By taking time off for a day grows scales (9)



27 New demand accepted before one went all round the place (9)



17 I agree to go up and sit before God (8)



28 Tin may, on melting become something else (8)



19 Make up for a month as workers left for America (7)



Solution to puzzle 12047



29 Oriental loses head, is back (6) ■ DOWN 1 Spring line could become heliocentric (8) 2 There's no high and low in heaven — drink (7) 3 Alice isn't lexible? Yes (9)



21 Half expected Arthur to come in for a lawyer’s party (2,5) 22 American city gets a query? No, it's a state (6) 24 Multimedia is bad, to admit takes some guts (5)
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A U T H S E N B A N



C C H P A T H L E T E N E A R O NWA R D S O T T P D H A I T I L E E R T A E N F O R C E P A H O I S T F L A G E M O A A L P O O L I N G I A I T G D O C O N C E A L N T K R E



Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku



Sita is always inseparable from Rama, but gets separated when she gives in to a momentary temptation to possess the golden deer. She undergoes untold suffering as she is tormented and threatened by evil forces. Sita’s life of captivity in Asoka Vana mirrors that of the jivatma caught in the cycle of birth, having lost its moorings and hence its awareness of its true nature and allegiance to the Lord. Sita teaches by her example the way of firm faith in the Lord’s protection, without yielding to the pressure of trying circumstances and seeming delays in the matter of being saved, pointed out Sri V. Karunakarachariar in a discourse. In spite of many attempts to unsettle her faith, she never even for moment forgets Rama. She spends her time meditating on Rama Nama, hoping and praying that one day Rama will surely come and rescue her. She only sees Rama everywhere and at all times and hence Ravana fails to make any dent on her faith in Rama. She does go to the edge of despair but is saved by the timely arrival of Hanuman who brings tidings of Rama to her. In playing the role of the divine mother incarnate, Sita stands tall in her compassion towards all jivatmas irrespective of their faults and sins. It is extraordinary that she feels for Ravana, her tormentor. In her eyes he is pitiable for his arrogance, ego and his adharma. She even advises Ravana that he can still live in peace and prosperity and save himself from terrible death if he only befriends Rama. She asks him if he cannot see Rama as the very embodiment of dharma. Anyone who takes refuge in Him can rest assured that he will be free from sorrow, pain, fear and grief. When Hanuman wishes to kill the rakshasis after Ravana’s fall, Sita is sympathetic towards them and dissuades him. M ND-ND
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VFI factions react as FIVB deadline ends



IN BRIEF



Fresh elections to be held in July-August K. Keerthivasan CHENNAI



With FIVB’s deadline for Volleyball Federation of India to submit its documents for the 2017 elections ending on June 30, there is a marked difference in the way both factions of the VFI have reacted to the world body’s letter. The FIVB has sought, among other things, the official list of member units and the roll calls for the VFI’s 2013 elections and the 2015 annual general council meeting, to begin the election process. While both the president



Don’t link religion to terror attacks: Pogba LONDON



The world’s most expensive footballer Paul Pogba says the four terror attacks that have killed dozens and left scores injured in England this year have nothing to do with religion. “You cannot kill a human being. To kill a human being — it’s something crazy, so I don’t want to put religion on it.” AFP



Opening strike: Leon Goretzka ires in his and Germany’s irst goal past Mexico’s custodian Guillermo Ochoa in the semiinal on Thursday. ALEXANDER HASSENSTEIN/GETTY IMAGES



and secretary’s factions have sent in their replies to the world body, the secretary’s faction has raised doubts about the need for FIVB to conduct fresh elections when it was held last year with the approval of Delhi High Court, Indian Olympic Association and Ministry of Sports & Youth Affairs. Ramavtar Singh Jakhar, VFI secretary-general, said: “We respect FIVB, our world body and we will face the elections. But at the same time, we would like to know what will happen to the elections held in 2016, will it not be a contempt of court?



“Why is FIVB taking the initiative all of a sudden, when they failed to send a three-member committee to India not once but twice?” He further asked: “Who will decide the voters’ list?” However, the president’s faction appeared happy. Nandhakumar, secretary, Karnataka Volleyball Association, said, “it’s a great day for Indian volleyball. It is a good development for the welfare of the Indian players. VFI will have a new body, which will be transparent,” he said. Nandhakumar said the



2016 elections were invalid as they were conducted “by a splinter group”, and only the 2013 elections were valid. Nandhakumar said sending an observer by FIVB would be the next step, while the current letter by FIVB “was to know the ground realities.” He said the the appointment of a lawyer by the world body, who would advise the VFI on the relevant requirements for elections under Indian law, was a good development. Nandhakumar said the elections will be held around July or August.



*



Arsenal CEO justiies Wenger deal LONDON



Arsenal CEO Ivan Gazidis has denied there was an element of sentimentality behind the decision to give Arsene Wenger an extended stay. “It wasn’t a sentimental decision. It was a mutual one...I care about the club and those values. I want the club to be successful and give our manager and this team support.” REUTERS



Zidane’s son Enzo leaves Real Madrid for Alaves MADRID



Real Madrid coach Zinedine Zidane’s 22-year-old son Enzo has left the European champion to join Alaves on a three-year deal. The former France under-19 midfielder, who came through the Madrid club’s academy, played 78 games for Real Madrid Castilla. REUTERS



Goretzka puts Germany in inal Low pleased with the World champion’s dominant show CONFED CUP Agencies SOCHI



Germany’s Leon Goretzka scored two expertly-taken early goals to set it on the way to a thumping 4-1 win over Mexico in a dramatic, end-to-end Confederations Cup semifinal on Thursday. Mexico had more chances and more possession but its defence left wide open spaces which were ruthlessly exploited by Germany’s young, experimental team. Goretzka struck twice in the first eight minutes before Timo Werner and Amin Younis added two more in the second half, though Marcio Fabian’s 89th minute goal for Mexico was the most spectacular — a viciously swerving drive from 35 metres.



Germany, whose starting team had an average age of just under 24, will meet Chile in Sunday’s final in St. Petersburg. “From the beginning, we did exactly what we set out to do — we were very dominant and brilliant in the opening stages,” said Germany’s head coach Joachim Low after the match. “They pushed us back a bit in the second phase of the first half, which was to be expected, and we gave up a lot of ball. All in all, 4-1 is a great result. “We wanted to go far, but this is nothing that we could have expected at the start of the tournament.” After Germany drew 1-1 with Chile in the group stages last Thursday, Low says his team is hungry enough to beat the Copa America champion in the fi-



nal. “Chile is the most powerful opponent in this tournament, we know them pretty well and we expect them to go for it in the final,” said Loew. “They will be trying flat out to pull it off, as they are coming to the end of their season, and we will have to try and counter that. Germany went ahead after six minutes when Benjamin Henrichs burst down the right and Goretzka swept his low pass into the net from the edge of the penalty area wIt took one minute 49 seconds for Germany to double its as Werner slipped the ball through an open Mexico defence to Goretzka who clipped it over keeper Guillermo Ochoa. The result (semifinal): Germany 4 (Goretzka 6, 8, Werner 59, Younes 90+1) bt Mexico 1 (Fabian 89).



Rana seeks freedom from protection Feels parents travelling with the kids for international events is a distraction Kamesh Srinivasan NEW DELHI



Pistol coach Jaspal Rana said he was “happy and satisfied” that the Indians finished second in the medals tally behind the all-conquering Chinese in the Junior World shooting championship, with eight medals, including three gold. In a field that had 65 countries, it quite an achievement by India. Yashaswini Singh Deswal was the pick of the lot in the 31-member contingent as she won the individual gold in junior women air pistol with a world record. In terms of numbers, Anish Bhanwala was unbeatable as he won the standard pistol gold, sports pistol silver apart from a team gold and a silver, in the nonOlympic events. He was part of the team bronze in rapid fire pistol too. Jaspal, who had won three individual Asian Games gold medals in all, in 1994 in Hiroshima and in Doha in 2006, felt that both Yashaswini and Anmol Jain



Proud coach: Jaspal Rana with Yashaswini Singh Deswal, the air pistol champion in the Junior Worlds recently.



who missed the individual medal but clinched the mixed team gold, had the potential to win a medal in the World Championship and the Olympics. Even as the government spends a fortune on shooters, Jaspal felt that ‘the money’ from extraneous sources was proving to be a big distraction, as there was no accountability. Some of that money is used to help parents travel with the kids for international competitions and Jaspal is not amused. “We need to have a uni-



form policy for all. Some of the kids whose parents did not accompany them may wonder why, as some have been given special permission by the national federation. “Many kids have private coaches, trainers, but their scores are dipping. We need to trust the team coaches and allow the kids to become strong. Do the parents accompany their kids to the examination halls or for that matter attend the training camps?” asked Jaspal. He stated categorically that it was no question of in-



terference by the parents or otherwise, but a matter of empowering the kids and letting them grow, so as to face the challenges in life as much as the competition, on their own strength. “We are losing 10 to 12 kids every year, as they are not able to sustain their good performances because of distractions. The focus is on fancy cars, fancy shoes and who can afford what. It is unhealthy. “Kids require three to four years to reach a certain standard, but are lost easily,” bemoaned Jaspal. He was not too pleased with the fact that the best of shooters who have proven their calibre on the global stage were being asked to prove themselves repeatedly in selection trials which was proving counter-productive. “The kids are not machines, to keep shooting high scores all the time. They will peak and then the performance will go down. It is a natural phenomenon. We should be able to nurture the top shooters,” he said.
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